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Chapter 1

Introduction.

The atomic nucleus is a dense system of strongly interacting nucleons. In order to
explore this complex system specific experiments have to be performed in which var-
ious separate aspects are studied. One of these aspects, the single particle properties
of the nucleus, is studied in this work.

In the most simple model for the atomic nucleus the constituents, protons and
neutrons, move independently in a potential well generated by the surrounding nu-
cleons. Due to the Pauli exclusion principle a shell structure is obtained. This model
is called the Independent Particle Shell Model (IPSM). In this model all orbitals
up to a certain energy, the Fermi energy, EF, are occupied while the orbitals above
the Fermi level are empty. The occupation, n, of such a shell-model orbital is given
by : n = 2j -f 1 where j is the total angular momentum quantum number of a nu-
cleon in that orbital. A refinement of the above sketched model is obtained by the
inclusion of correlations between nucleons arising as a consequence of the residual
nucleon-nucleon interaction. A direct consequence of these correlations is a depletion
of the shell model orbitals below and a filling of the orbitals above the Fermi level.
A second effect of this residual interaction between nucleons is the spreading of the
spectroscopic strength from a single discrete energy level over an extended energy
interval.

In realistic nuclear models [GerG 69,AgaG 69,Bogu 81,PanP 84,MahB 85,HsiJ 85,
MahS 88] occupations for shell model orbitals are obtained typically in the range from
80 to 100 % for orbitals below and up to 20 % for orbitals above the Fermi level. In
order to test these nuclear models occupation probabilities have to be determined
experimentally. In the past transfer reactions such as the (d,3He) reaction have been
used. The spectroscopic factors deduced from these experiments were found to be on
the order of 80 to 100 % of the IPSM sum-rule limit. These spectroscopic factors were
incorrectly identified directly with the occupation of shell-model orbitals because the
afore mentioned spreading was neglected.



Th disadvantage of transfer reactions is that spectroscopic factors deduced from
these eriments depend sensitively on the parameters applied in the Distorted Wave
Born iproximation (DWBA) analysis giving rise to up to 50 % uncertainties in the
deduce 1 spectroscopic factors [KraB 88 and references therein].

A better but technically more difficult tool to determine spectroscopic factors
is the quasi-elastic proton knock-out reaction initiated with electrons. From these
experiments momentum distributions of the knocked out protons are determined and
from these distributions spectroscopic factors as well as rms radii for shell-model
orbitals are deduced. The sensitivity to the parameters applied in the Distorted Wave
Impulse Approximation (DWIA) analysis needed for the extraction of spectroscopic
factors and rms radii was shown to be small [Herd 87].

Early (e,e'p) experiments [CamC 73,NakH 74,NakH 76,MouB 76] indicated al-
ready that the spectroscopic factors for shell model orbitals below the Fermi level
deduced from this reaction are significantly lower than those deduced from (d,3He) ex-
periments. Later experiments performed with higher precision confirmed these early
results. Typically 50 to 60 % of the IPSM sum-rule limit was found for medium-heavy
and heavy nuclei [SteB 88,HerB 88,Quin 88]. In order to check the reliability of these
spectroscopic factors various ingredients of the DWIA analysis have been investigated.
In reference [HerB 88] the final state interaction (i.e. the interaction between the fi-
nal nucleus and the outgoing proton) was studied. The electron-proton coupling was
studied in reference [SteB 87,SteB 88] and in reference [GiuP 87,GiuP 88] the influ-
ence of electron distortions was investigated. It was shown that although some small
model uncertainties remain, these uncertainties of the DWIA calculation are under-
stood well enough to extract spectroscopic factors with small uncertainties [Herd 87].
It is thus concluded that these low spectroscopic factors are reliable. Apparently this
contradicts the results obtained from hadronic transfer reactions in which typically
80 to 100 % of the IPSM sum-rule was found. In chapter 6 the difference between
the spectroscopic factors deduced from (e,e'p) and (d,3He) experiments is studied.

The question now is why are these spectroscopic factors considerably lower than
most 'realistic' theoretical models indicate ? Due to the improved experimental tech-
niques it has become possible to measure knock-out from orbitals above the Fermi
level in order to investigate how much of the spectroscopic strength is residing there.
For this study the nuclei 40Ca and 48Ca were chosen on various grounds. The mass of
a calcium isotope is large enough so that nuclear mean-field theories are applicable.
Furthermore the nucleus 40Ca is the heaviest (sd)-shell nucleus, the heaviest stable
nucleus with equal numbers of protons and neutrons and in the IPSM the proton and
neutron shells are both closed. For 40Ca the availability of elastic and inelastic proton
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scattering data in a wide range of proton kinetic energies [NadS 81,SchM 82,5 KN 82]

and various high-quality transfer reaction data [DolW 76,DevF 81], has ( led a

precise interpretation of the present (e,e'p) experiment.

Because of its low natural abundance the nucleus 48Ca is less well studied experi-

mentally. A large excess of neutrons binds this nucleus much stronger than the 40Ca

nucleus. In the IPSM the protons fill the shell model orbitals up to the (sd)-shell and

the neutrons fill the prbitals up to the \U/2 shell. From proton pick-up experiments

[DolW 76] it is known that ground-state correlations in this nucleus are smaller than

in 40Ca.

In chapter 2 theoretical topics relevant to the interpretation of (e,e'p) experi-

ments are presented. A description of the (e,e'p) reaction using the T-matrix formal-

ism [Aust 70] is given. In the impulse approximation the incoming relativistic electron

knocks out a proton bound in the mean-field potential of the nucleus resulting after

some final state interaction in a free proton scattering state. The nuclear mean-field

theory is also summarized. From this mean field nuclear wave functions and occupa-

tions for shell model orbitals are deduced. The relationship between occupations and

spectroscopic fectors is also discussed.

In chapter 3 some basic properties of the experimental set-up are presented. The
choice of the kinematical conditions used for the present experiments is discussed. A
short outline of the applied off-line analysis is also given.

In chapter 4 the proton spectral function of 40Ca extracted from the analysis of
the reaction 40Ca(e,e'p). Two topics are studied : the (e,e'p) reaction mechanism and
ground-stEtte correlations in 40Ca.

For the reaction mechanism tests the spectral function has been measured not only
with the usually applied parallel kinematical conditions but also with anti-parallel
and (^w) constant kinematical conditions. For these kinematical conditions the
influence of coupling to meson-exchange currents on the momentum distributions is
also studied.

For the study of ground-state correlations the spectral function of 40Ca has been

measured with high statistical accuracy in a search for transitions leading to weakly

excited negative parity states in 39K. The presence of these states constitutes the

most direct experimental evidence for these correlations. For a reliable determina-

tion of the spectroscopic strength residing in these weak transitions to the negative

parity states it is essential to estimate the contributions of two-step processes. The

complicated calculations required for this analysis are described in appendix A. For

the study of these ground-state correlations the transitions leading to discrete states

as well as the results of the ^-decomposition of the spectral function are used. The-



oretically, the question of particle-hole admixtures in the ground state of 40Ca. is an
old one. In reference [GerG 67] a Nilsson model in which two-particle-two-hole and
four-particle-four-hole state admixtures were taken into account, was used to calculate
several properties of the 40Ca spectrum. In reference [GerG 69] this model was refined
with the inclusion of admixtures up to eight-particle-eight-hole states. This model
was then able to describe rather well a number of electromagnetic properties of the
'10Ca spectrum. In reference [AgaG 69] a RPA description of the ground state of 40Ca
was presented resulting in a 10 % depletion of the (sd)-valence shells. More recently,
a 2ftw shell-model calculation [HsiJ 85] obtained a 5 to 7 % occupation of the lf7/2 or-
bital in 40Ca. Other calculations employing a dispersion-relation approach [MahS 88]
obtained values of 13 % and 9 % for the occupancy of, respectively, the lf7/2 and
2p3/2 orbitals. The present experimental results are compared with recent theoretical
calculations [MahS 88,Neck 89,Ryck 89].

In chapter 5 ground-state correlations in 48Ca are studied from the measurement
of the spectral function in the reaction 48Ca(e,e'p) and a comparison is made with
similar information obtained for the isotope 40Ca. From proton pick-up studies of the
even calcium isotopes [DoIW 76] it has been concluded that the ground-state corre-
lations in 40Ca are larger than in 48Ca. From elastic electron scattering [EmrF 83]
off 40Ca and 48Ca the ground-state charge distributions were determined. The differ-
ence between these two distributions showed an excess of charge in 40Ca in a region
of space where the lf7/f2 orbital is expected. This excess is compensated by a de-
pletion in the region where the 2s and Id orbitals are residing. Therefore, Emrich
et al. [EmrF 83] concluded that ground-state correlations are larger in 40Ca than in
48Ca, which confirmed the results from proton pick-up experiments.

In order to determine ground state correlations in 48Ca the transitions leading to
discrete states as well as the continuum up to 23 MeV excitation energy are studied.
This is followed by a comparison of the spectral function of 48Ca with those of 40Ca
(chapter 4) and those of 51V [HerB 88). The influence of the filling of the lf7/2

neutron shell on the proton single-particle wave functions is studied by comparison of
the proton spectral function for the two calcium isotopes. Comparison of the spectral
functions for S1V and 48Ca reveals the influence of the three extra protons in the lf7/2
orbital on the 48Ca core of 51V. In the last part of chapter 5 a comparison is made
between the results of the present experiment and various theoretical nuclear models
for 48Ca.

The apparent discrepancy between reported spectroscopic factors derived from
(e,e'p) and from (d,3He) experiments is studied in Chapter 6. Especially the model
dependency of the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) analysis is reviewed
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for the (d,3He) reaction with special emphasis on the sensitivities of the spectroscopic
factors to the various approximations made in this theory. It is also investigated
which part of the bound state wave function is probed by the (e,e'p) and (d,3He)
reactions in order to understand the model sensitivities arising from the exact shape
of the bound state wave function. As a case study two high quality 48Ca(d,3He) data
sets [BanS 85,MatF 85] measured at two different deuteron energies are used for the
comparison between the (e,e'p) and (d,3He) spectroscopic factors. In the last part of
chapter 6 a re-analysis of the (d,3He) data obtained in a mass region from 12C up to
208Pb is made.

In chapter 7 a schematic model is presented which effectively takes into account
short-range correlations in order to explain the observed low spectroscopic factors.
Finally in chapter 8 conclusions are drawn concerning ground-state correlations and
the spectroscopic factors derived from (e,e'p) experiments.



Chapter 2

Theoretical background,

2.1 Introduction.
This chapter is devoted to theoretical topics relevant to the interpretation of (e,e'p)
experiments. In section 2.2 a theoretical description of the (e,e'p) reaction is given
using the T-matrix formalism [Aust 70]. By means of an electron accelerated to about
500 MeV, a proton bound in the potential of the nucleus is knocked out of the nucleus
ending up, after undergoing some final state interaction, in a free proton scattering
state. In section 2.3 the orthogonality between the initial wave function of the target
nucleus and the final wave function of the residual nucleus plus free proton is inves-
tigated. The question of orthogonality is usually neglected in knock-out reactions
because the effects are assumed to be small. However, the orthogonality correction
has to be added coherently and can have a large influence on the derived cross sec-
tions. In section 2.4 the relation between the mean-field and the optical potential is
investigated. As will be pointed out in section 2.5 wave functions and spectroscopic
factors for nuclear shell model orbitals are extracted from the mean-field potential.
These spectroscopic factors can be compared directly to those obtained experimen-
tally from knock-out and pick-up reactions. In the theoretical treatment of the (e,e'p)
reaction mechanism the elementary electron-proton cross section is needed for a pro-
ton bound in the mean-field potential of the nucleus. The theoretical treatment of
this cross section following the prescription of de Forest [Fore 83] is summarized in
section 2.6, while in section 2.7 various kinematical conditions are discussed.

2.2 Theoretical description of the (e,e'p) reac-
tion.

Knock-out reactions initiated with electrons are a powerful tool for studying single

particle properties of nuclei. Especially the single particle wave functions of pro-
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tons inside nuclei can be measured very accurately. In this section the theory of

the A ,e'p)(A—1) reaction is presented. Experimentally the energy and momentum

of the initial electron, denoted by e; and £,, respectively, and the energies and mo-

menta of the final electron and knocked-out proton, denoted by e/, Ep and kj, kp,

respectively, are determined. The energy and momentum transferred by the scattered

electron are denoted by : w = e,- — ej and q = £,• — kj, respectively. From energy

and momentum conservation the missing energy Em and missing momentum pm are

determined :

Em = e,- - ey - Ep - TA-i = u - Ep - T ^ ,

Pm = kp - (ki -ks) = kp-q (2.1)

where TA-I is the kinetic energy of the residual nucleus.

The missing energy is the energy which is required for the separation of the struck

proton from the target nucleus where the final nucleus is left in the ground-state or

in one of its excited states. The missing momentum in this definition is according to

eq. 2.1 the proton momentum inside the nucleus just before the reaction. Note that

this is only correct if there is no further interaction between the ejectiles and the final

nucleus.

In the plane-wave impulse approximation (see below) the (e,e'p) cross section can

be written as :

^ pm), (2.2)

where a/̂ diEp is the measured (e,e'p) cross section, k<rep a kinematical factor times the

elementary electron-proton cross section and S(Em,pm) the spectral function. The

spectral function is the joint probability of finding a proton with momentum pm and

binding energy Em inside the nucleus. For a discrete transition, E<r, the spectral

function is written as the momentum distribution p(pm) times a delta function for

the energy :

S(Em, pn) = P(pm)S(Em - Etr). (2.3)

The spectral function as given in eq. 2.2 can not be determined experimentally

because the outgoing proton interacts strongly with the final nucleus (this is often

called the Final State Interaction, FSI) and because of spin dependent forces and

distortions of the the electron waves the factorization of the six-fold differential cross

section into an elementary electron-proton cross section times the spectral function

does not hold any more. In the following a theoretical basis is given to compute the

(e,e'p) cross section in vhich the interaction between the participating particles is

taken into account. The influence of various approximations made in this analysis
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is also investigated to reveal the origin of the model uncertainties on the extracted
nuclear observables.

The basis of the theoretical description of the reaction : A + t{ —> B + p + ej is
the T-matrix formalism [Aust 70]. This T-matrix in the prior form is defined in the
following way :

Tit = < */~} W> ~ Vi\ tpA v4+) > (2.4)

where <p\ (ki,r) is the incoming distorted electron wave with outgoing-wave bound-
ary conditions, ipA the wave function of the target nucleus, V; the interaction between
the incoming electron and the consistuents of the nucleus, from which the part, £/,,
responsible for the distortion of the electron waves is subtracted, and $ j is the ex-
act final-state wave function of the electron-proton-residual-nucleus system obeying
incoming-wave boundary conditions. The distorting potential, Ui, is usually taken
to be the Coulomb potential arising from an uniformly charged sphere. In order to
compute this matrix-element the exact final-state wave function is approximated by
an internal wave function for the residual nucleus, 0B, a distorted outgoing electron-
wave, ^^(kj,?), and the distorted outgoing proton-wave, x\r\kp,pR). Here the
displacement of the knocked-out proton from the residual nucleus, B, is denoted by
/?, (fi = 4 j i is the center of mass correction) and r is the displacement of the electron
from the center of mass of the residual-nucleus plus proton final system (see fig. 2.1).

B

Figure 2.1: The geometry used in the description of the (e,efp) reaction.

Further it is assumed that the electron interacts only once with the proton; this is the

one-photon exchange approximation. Under these assumptions the distorted wave

transition amplitude becomes :

TfjW = < <Pf'(kf,r) Xp (̂ piM-ft) 0s |K' — Ui\ I\>A <p\ (Jfcti ?*) > • (2-5)

For light and medium-heavy nuclei the eifects of the electron distortions are small

[Rose 80]; for heavy nuclei, however, these effects become sizable. Because of the

long range of the Coulomb potential it is very difficult to include electron distortions
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in theoretical codes that compute (e,e'p) momentum distributions. Up to now two

approa -hes have been followed to deal with these distortions. In the simplest one,

the Effective Momentum Approximation (EMA) [GiuP 87], the electron momenta are

replaced by effective ones :

$ F l r (2-6)
where Z is the charge of the target nucleus, a the fine structure constant, Rc the

Coulomb radius of the target nucleus and F a factor which varies typically between

1.10 for surface peaked BSWF's and 1.25 for BSWF's that have a large probability

in the nuclear interior [Herd 87]. This factor is obtained by weighting the Coulomb

potential, Vc(r), with the normalized BSWF, <f>{r) :

rVc(r)<j>2(r). (2.7)

The effect on the computed momentum distributions is that the missing momentum is

replaced by an effective one : p^H = kp—qe^, hence if kp parallel to ^the momentum

distribution is shifted to somewhat higher missing momentum (see fig. 2.2). Due to

the Coulomb potential the electron waves will also be focused. In this approximation,

however, this focusing effect is neglected. The treatment of the electron waves in this

q-effective approach gives in the mass region of calcium typically a 2% uncertainty in

the deduced spectroscopic factors and in the experimental radii [Herd 87].

Another treatment of the electron distortions is employed in the work of Giusti

and Pacati [GiuP 87,GiuP 88], in which the eikonal approach is used leading to the

following expression for the electron waves :

2 + iar2trar2 + iar tr± (2.8)

ib[\t x r\2 + 2iTc-f- a - ( I x r)] + • • -)uh

where Uh is the Pauli spinor for the electron with a given helicity h, and the values

H, o, b and 8\/2 for the case of an uniform spherical charge distribution of radius R are

given by :

k = k + 3Za/2R, S1/2 = Za(3/4 - In 2kR) + b,

a = -Za/6kR3, b = -3Za/ik2R2, (2.9)

The electron waves as given in eq. 2.8 are expanded up to first power in Za. For

medium heavy nuclei such as the calcium isotopes this approximation is accurate

enough as all higher order terms have negligible influence on the calculated cross

sections [GiuP 88].
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Figure 2.2: The effect of electron distortions on the 2s\ji and ld^/2 momentum dis-
tributions. The outgoing protons were treated as plane waves.

The distorted proton wave, Xp~H^pi R )i1S usually chosen to be the solution of the
Schrodinger equation with the optical potential that describes elastic proton scat-
tering off the final nucleus, B. The parametrization of the optical potential is not
unique; using a different parametrization to generate the distorted proton waves re-
sults in waves identical at large distances but different in the nuclear region where the
(e,e'p) reaction takes place. The effect of different parametrizations on the value of
the extracted spectroscopic factors has been investigated for the reaction 90Zr(e,e'p)
in a proton kinetic energy range from 60 to 160 MeV [BulB 89], resulting in a less
than 10% effect on the deduced spectroscopic factors over the whole energy range.

The optical potential used for the generation of the distorted waves is a local
potential. However, for fundamental reasons this potential is expected to be non-
local. Perey [Pere 63] has pointed out that the wave function of a non-local potential
is systematically smaller in the nuclear interior than the wave function of the local
potential that gives an equivalent description of the elastic scattering process. This
non-locality correction can be taken into account effectively by multiplication of the
local wave function with the factor :

F(r) = (1 - ^-UL{r))-1" (2.10)

where nP = ^j^mp is the reduced ejectile mass, Ui(r) the local optical potential and
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/? the inge of tlie non-locality. The non-locality correction affects the distorted waves

in the region where the potential is significantly different from zero. This is also the

region where the reaction takes place so that the non-locality correction also affects

the spec roscopic factors determined from knock-out reactions.

TRW can be written in a way which emphasizes the nuclear structure part which

is probed by the electron :

T$w= JdfJdR ^'(kj,?) xl-]'(kP,f*R) x

Ui\l>A><p?\ki,r). (2.11)

In this expression the matrix element < V>B|VS —I/,-|̂ u > contains the nuclear structure

information and is evaluated by integrating over all internal coordinates £B indepen-

dent of f and R :

\ - Ui\rl>A > = / dia *l>B{ZB){Vi - ttWutfu,/?)- (2.12)
J

As stated earlier, the potential V{ describes the total interaction between the electron

and the nucleus whereas in the distorting potential U{ the part of the interaction

leading to the (e,e'p) channel is excluded. In this way the difference Vi — Ui is now

the interaction between the electron and the struck proton :

Vi - Ui = Vep{fiR - r) (2.13)

(see fig. 2.1). As Vep is now independent of the internal coordinates of t/>g, the nuclear

matrix element can be factorized into the effective potential and the nuclear overlap

integral :

Ui\ipA>= Vep(r,iiR) J dfe II>B(£B)II>A{ZB,R) (2.14)

The integral at the right-hand side, the nuclear overlap integral, is usually expanded

into single particle states :

i,M)= E < JBjMm\JAMA > Js^j 4>nejm(R) (2.15)
nljm

where < JBJMm\JAMA > is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, JSnej the spectroscopic

amplitude and fyntjm {R) a normalized single particle wave function, usually referred

to as the Bound State Wave Function (BSWF). Substituting the foregoing two ex-

pressions into the DWBA transition amplitude yields :

TCDWIA ̂ Y, fdr/dR ^*(kf,f) x^'iK^R) x (2-16)

Vep(f,nR) (f>nejm(R) <p\+\ici,r)
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which is the Coulomb Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (CDWIA) amj itude.

From eq. 2.16 the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation (DWIA) amplitude is ob-

tained by replacing the electron waves by plane waves :

T$mA cc JdrjdR exp(-i£rr) x^'i^fiR) X (2.17)

Vep(r,fiR) 4>ntjm{R) exp(iki-r).

This matrix element can be evaluated further if for the interaction the Coulomb

potential is taken : Vep — a/\fiR — f\ where a is the fine-structure constant. With

this potential the integration over f can now be performed :

(2.18)

where q = ki—kf. Finally the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation (PWIA) amplitude

is obtained from the last expression by replacing the distorted proton waves by plane

waves :

T,pf
WIA oc

= JdR exp(-ipm-R) <j>ntjm(R) (2.19)

where in the last expression the proton momentum kp which is the center-of-mass

momentum, has been transformed to laboratory coordinates : kp = kPlab + -£Z\Pm-

The last expression is just the Fourier transform of the BSWF. After squaring the

Tiy-matrix element the well known expression [FruM 84] for the (e,e'p) cross sections

are obtained.

2.3 Orthogonality.

In the foregoing section the final hadron state was chosen to be an internal nucleus

wave function, V'Bi times an outgoing unbound-proton wave function, x'~^- The

problem arising from this choice is that orthogonality between this state and the

initial hadron state, Vu, is violated [BofC 81]. However, orthogonality can be restored

by subtracting the non-orthogonal part from the final state [Diep 89] :

< x{
P~] 0 B I =• < xP~} i>B\- < xP~] i>BI$A>< i>A|. (2.20)
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This small orthogonality correction is usually neglected (also in the foregoing

discussion). In ohis section the implications of this orthogonality correction on the

above deduced T-matrix elements are investigated. Substituting the orthogonal final

wave function of eq. 2.20 in eq 2.4 leads to the following expression :

K' -Ui\if>AT =

The first term is the T-matrix element as discussed in the previous section and the

second term comes from the orthogonality correction. It can be considered as the

overlap between the free proton and the BSWF weighted with the electromagnetic

form factor of the initial nucleus. In the plane wave case this correction reduces to :

Jdr exp(-ikp-f) <f>ntjm{r) Jdr exp(iq -r ) ipAVepil>A (2.22)

which is the Fourier transform of the BSWF times the Fourier transform of the

electromagnetic density of the ground state of the target nucleus. For a spin-zero

target nucleus, A, this is proportional to the nucleus charge form factor. For the

proton and electron momenta of interest in the present (e,e'p) experiment his quantity

is very small compared to the uncorrected T-matrix element (eq. 2.4) and it can be

neglected safely. Note however, that this correction contributes coherently to the

total T-matrix element. For light systems this correction can become sizable.

2.4 The nuclear potential.

In the theoretical treatment of the (e,e'p) reaction the proton-nucleus potential is en-

countered twice. Once as the optical potential which is used for the description of the

outgoing free proton waves and once as the mean-field potential in which the proton

is bound before the reaction. Both of these potentials describe the proton-nucleus in-

teraction : in the first case the proton is in a free scattering state whereas in the latter

case it is bound and only a few discrete states are present. However, these two poten-

tials can be related to each other by means of a dispersion relation [MahS 88]. The

real part, V(r, E), is then written as a Hartree-Fock type potential, VHF{T, E), with

a smooth energy dependence arising from the non-locality of the microscopic mean

field and a dispersive part, AV(r, E), which arises from the coupling of single-particle

degrees of freedom to the core excitations [see also MahS 88] :

V(r, E) = VHF(r, E) + AV(r, E) (2.23)
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This dispersive part is connected to the imaginary part of the optical potential,
W(r,E):

Here the integral is a principal value integral and the assumption is made that W(r, E)
is symmetrical about the Fermi level. This assumption has proven to have negligible
influence in the domain |E — Ef j < 100 MeV [MahS 88]. From a compilation of
experimentally deduced optical potential parameter sets, the 40Ca potential is studied
by Mahaux and Sartor [MahS 88] in the iterative moment approach. The optical
potential above the Fermi level is in that case used to obtain predictions of the single
particle properties below the Fermi level. In chapter 4 these predictions are compared
to the values deduced from the 40Ca(e,e'p) experiment.

2.5 Quasi-particle strengths from the nuclear
mean-field potential.

It is also possible to obtain predictions for quasi-particle strengths of nuclear shell-
model orbitals from the mean-field potential. From the potential, V(r, E), the effective
mass m*(r, E), is obtained [MahB 85] :

= l - ^ V ( r , E ) (2.25)

and its Hartree-Fock component :

m'HF(r, E)/ro = 1 - ^VHF(r, E). (2.26)

From these two quantities the E-mass, m{r, E), is obtained by taking the ratio between

these two effective masses :

From this E-mass the quasi-particle strength is obtained by computing the expecta-
tion value of its reciprocal :

riruj =< rn/m >»<,•=< 4$%\m/m(r, E)|<$f > (2.28)

where <j>^ form an orthonormal basis of Hartree-Fock type single particle wave func-

tions with quantum numbers n£j [MahS 88]. In reference [MahS 88] the quasi-particle

strength is directly identified with the absolute spectroscopic factor in the case of the
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Figure 2.3: Occupation of the proton orbitals in i0Ca according to [MahS 88]. The

dashed curve is the prediction according to the independent particle shell model. For

the three deeply bound orbitals this model gives occupations larger than one. This

is due to an incorrect extrapolation from the the Fermi level to these deeply bound

orbitals.

valence shell and roughly with the total strength contained in the quasi-particle peak
in the case of a deeply bound orbit. The spectroscopic factors of the single particle
states in the valence shells obtained following this procedure are close to 80% as can
be seen from fig. 2.3. For the deep-hole states, however, there is still a problem with
this model because the quasi-particle strength is larger than the Independent Particle
Shell Model (IPSM) limit. To obtain the strength for these deep-lying hole states
the effective masses, m*(r, E) and m*HF(r, E), have to be obtained for large values
of the missing energy. In [MahS 88] these quantities were obtained from a linear
extrapolation of the energy dependence of the Hartree-Fock potential. However, in
the same article it is argued that using a Perey-Buck non-local potential [PerB 62]
the effective mass, m*HF{r, E), decreases at high missing energies instead of staying
constant. This gives probably a more realistic value for the deep-hole quasi-particle
strength. Using a Perey-Buck non-local potential, however, makes the fitting of the
potential parameters much more complicated due to the introduced non-linearity.
From Ep to approximately E F + 25 MeV missing energy the linear approximation of
the Perey-Buck potential works well while above the Fermi level this potential can be
well approximated by an exponential form of the Hartree-Fock potential.
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Figure 2.4: The energy dependence of the spectral function according to [BroR 81].

The curve is calculated for a quasi-hole state located 10 MeV below the Fermi level

(Eb=15.5 MeV). The integral from E/ to oo represents the hole occupancy, the in-

tegral from E/ to Ef, + 2F represents the quasi-hole strength whereas the depletion is

represented by the integral from —oo to E/.

As mentioned before, nn(j is identified in reference [MahS 88] with the absolute
spectroscopic factor for orbital n£j. However, this strength is not concentrated in one
or a few discrete transitions in the vicinity of the Fermi level but sizably spread to
higher missing energies due to short-range correlations. In reference [BroR 81] this
spreading in missing energy is parametrized. A typical distribution obtained that
way is depicted in fig. 2.4 where it is seen that from the quasi-particle pole a tail
extends to very high missing energies. This tail is due to short-range correlations. In
knock-out and in pick-up reactions only the quasi-hole strength close to the Fermi
level is detectable (the shaded area in fig. 2.4), where only 60 to 75% of the quasi-
particle strength is residing while the other 25 to 40% is present in the tail. Thus only
60 to 75% of the absolute spectroscopic factors denned by eq. 2.14 can be detected
in knock-out and pick-up reactions. Therefore, for orbitals close to the Fermi level
this gives spectroscopic factors of the order of 50 to 60% of the IPSM sum-rule limit.
The other 20 to 30% of the quasi-hole strength is residing in the tail extending to
very high missing energies. The particle branch at missing energies smaller than
Ef (see fig. 2.4) contains the rest of the IPSM sum-rule strength. This branch is not
detectable with knock-out and pick-up reactions. However, evidence for it can be
obtained from stripping reactions such as the (3He,d) reaction.
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2.6 The electron-proton coupling.

In section 2.2 the T-matrix formalism was used to describe the (e,e'p) cross section

theoretically. That formalism has previously been used for a successful description

of direct nuclear reactions initiated with hadrons. Using that theory a comparison

A-l

e / "\ A

Figure 2.5: Feynman representation of the (e,efp) reaction.

between proton pick-up and knock-out reactions can be made easily (see chapter 6).

Usually a different formalism is applied to describe the (e,e'p) reaction starting from

the one photon-exchange Feynman diagram depicted in fig. 2.5. In this relativistic

formalism the following cross section is derived [Fore 83] for exclusive (e,e'p) experi-

ments :

d6cr dcr q2-u2

( W ( 2 ' 2 9 )

{WL + -WT + sin(7) (sin(7)WT:r

where (^)MOU is the cross section for electron scattering off a point particle, 7 the

angle between q and kp, e — (1 -f 2-^—Ttan2(&/2))~1, 0 the electron scattering an-

gle and WL, WT, WTT and WLT the longitudinal, the transverse, the transverse-

transverse and the longitudinal-transverse response functions, respectively. These

four response functions depend on the transferred energy u> = ^jp-, and squared mo-

mentum Q2 = q2 — u>2, and two other variables, here chosen to be the missing energy

Em, and missing momentum \pm \ = \kp — q\. In equation 2.29 the azimuthal an-

gle between the scattering plane of the electron and the plane through q and £p,

is included in WT, WTT and the non-parallel angle, 7, is written explicitly for rea-

sons given in section 2.7. In the plane wave impulse approximation (IA) the four

response functions of the sixfold cross section of eq. 2.29 are written as an elemen-

tary electron-proton cross section, crep(uj,q), times the spectral function S(Em,pm).

The latter part contains the nuclear structure information. Including either proton
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distortion or proton and electron distortions, this factorization is no longei possible
as can be seen from eq. 2.17. In order to obtain the spectral function, the . :.peri-
mental cross section must be divided by <rep as well as kinematical and theoretical
distortion factors obtained from eqs. 2.17 and 2.18. Because of the complication in-
troduced by the spin-orbit interaction and because of the binding of the proton in
the nuclear potential, (i.e. the proton is off the mass shell), the electron-proton cross
section, crep, that should be used is not the free electron-proton cross section but some
off-shell extrapolated one. These extrapolations are unfortunately ambiguous as is
clearly shown in [NauP 89,Naus 90]. In order to obtain the spectral function from
the measured six-fold cross section the off-shell electron-proton cross section crcci of
de Forest [Fore 83] is used in this thesis. In this cross section current conservation
has been restored by modifying the longitudinal component of the current operator.

2.7 Kinematical conditions.

From fig. 2.6 it is seen that the scattering angles 0e> and 9P> are not determined

uniquely for a certain choice of pm , hence there is freedom in the choice of kinematics

a

Figure 2.6: Some possible kinematical set ups; a) parallel set-up;

b) and c) (q,t^) constant set-up.
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employed in the experiment. The following two types of extra restrictions on the

kinematical freedom are usually made :

1) arallel kinematics :

fcp is chosen parallel to <f. The advantage of this type of kinematics is that the

terms including the two interference structure functions WLL and WLT vanish.

The disadvantage is that the momentum q transferred by the electron changes

with pm .

2) (q,u) constant kinematics :

(fand w are kept constant throughout the whole experiment. The advantage is

that the incoming and outgoing electron energies and momenta and the electron

scattering angle are kept constant such that the electron distortions are fixed

throughout the experiment. Now the interference structure functions Wn and

WIT enter in the electron-proton coincidence cross sections.

In the following chapters experimental spectral functions are presented for 40Ca
and 48Ca. The first aim of these experiments is to study the nuclear structure of the
40Ca and 48Ca nuclei. Not only the strong transitions but also the weak transitions
arising from ground-state correlations are studied. This study is performed for 40Ca
(chapter 4) and 48Ca (chapter 4) in parallel kinematics where kp was chosen to be
larger than q. A comparison between the results of the (e,e'p) and (d,3He) reaction is
also made (chapter 6). The second topic is a study of the final state interaction and
the electron-proton coupling as presented in the last part of this chapter. For this
study the 40Ca spectral function has been measured with (q, w))-constant kinematical
and with anti-parallel kinematical conditions (i.e. kp was smaller than q).
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Chapter 3

Experimental Conditions,

The experiments presented in this work were performed with the pulsed electron
beam from the Medium-Energy Accelerator, MEA, at NIKHEF-K. The beam was
tuned in double dispersion matching mode [WitL 82] on the target. The scattered
electrons and the knocked-out protons were detected in coincidence using the two
high-resolution magnetic spectrometers [VriJ 84](see fig. 3.1). Basic parameters of
this equipment are given in table 3.1.

In each of the spectrometers the detection system consists of a stack of four multi-
wire drift chambers (MWDC)(see fig. 3.2). With this system the position and angles
of incidence of the particles at the focal plane are detected. Downstream the MWDC
stack an array of scintillators is positioned for producing the timing signal for the
coincidence logic and for triggering the readout of the MWDC's.

For the 40Ca experiments a natural calcium foil of 14.3 mg/cm2 thickness was used.
Due to the production process of the foil it contained a small amount of oxygen and
hydrogen (see table 3.2) [Bobe 90]. For the 48Ca experiment a metal foil, enriched
to 95.2 % in 48Ca, was used with a thickness1 of 7.3 mg/cm2. The chemical and
isotopic composition of the targets is given in table 3.2. The thickness of the targets

1In a later stage this target was replaced by one with a thickness of 15.0 mg/cm2.

Table 3.1: Basic properties of the two magnetic spectrometers.

maximum momentum [MeV/c]
momentum acceptance [%]
momentum resolution [£%]
angular acceptance :

in plane [mrad]
out of plane [mrad]

octagonal solid angle [msr]

QDD
600

-5.0/+4.5
< 1 *10~4

±40
±40
5.54

QDQ
750

-4.3/+5.0
< 2 * 10~*

± 70
± 6 5
15.91
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QDD QDQ

11000

Figure 3.1: Lay-out of the two-spectrometer set up showing the rotatable supports,

magnet configuration and shielding. The beam enters perpendicular to the plane of

the drawing. Dimensions are in mm.

was determined from a comparison between measured elastic cross sections, using

the QDD spectrometer, and calibration cross sections [Emri 83]. This resulted in a

total error of 2 % in the target thickness. By determining the target thickness in

this way the systematic error in the final momentum distributions are not subject to

uncertainties related to the QDD solid angle, the efficiency of its detection system

and charge integration. The uncertainty in the solid angle of the QDQ, however,

contributes 1.9 % to this systematic error. During every data-taking period the

energy of the incoming electrons was determined with an accuracy of 200 keV from

Table 3.2: Chemical and isotopic composition of the targets.

16Q

4 0 Ca
4 2 Ca
4 3 Ca
4 4Ca
4 8Ca

4 0 Ca

weight %
0.3

11.4
85.9
0.1

<0.1
1.8

<0.1

48Ca
weight %

-
2.7
2.0

<0.1
-

<0.1
95.2
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QDD QDQ

Figure 3.2: Lay out of the focal plane detector systems showing the location of the

wire chambers (XI, Y1,X2, Y2), scintillators and Qerenkov detectors. The focal plane

coincides with the Xl-plane. Central and extreme rays are indicated.

elastic scattering off 12C and 40Ca, resulting in a 0.1 % uncertainty contribution in

the final experimental momentum distributions.

The kinematical conditions (see chapt. 2) for the experiments presented in this
work are listed in tables 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Data taking was carried out with the
standard coincidence set-up at NIKHEF-K. This set-up has been discussed elsewhere
in detail [Herd 87,Quin 88] so that only some salient features are given here. From the
separate data streams of both spectrometers coincident events between proton and
electron events were selected within a hardware timing window of 40 ns. Only for
these events the MWDC and timing information was stored for off-line analysis. The
coincidence efficiency was determined for every data taking period from the kinema-
tically overdetermined 1H(e,e'p) scattering experiment using a polyethylene (CH2)n

target [Quin 88]. This resulted in an average coincidence efficiency of 98.5 ± 0.5 %.

In the off-line analysis the MWDC information for every event is transformed
to momenta and scattering angles of the detected particle at the target position.
For this transformation back-tracing techniques were used [BloO 87,OffJ 87,VriL 90].
From these quantities the missing energy Em, and the missing momentum pm, are
determined for every event. The resolution obtained was typically 130 keV in missing
energy, and 2 MeV/c in missing momentum. The electron and proton scattering
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Table 3.3: Central values for the 40Ca(e,e'p) measurements in parallel kinematics.

The outgoing proton energy is 100 MeV in the laboratory system. pm< 0 refers to

pm central
[MeV/c]

-200
-160
-120
-70
-20
20
60

100
140
180
220
250

e •
[MeV]
532.1
532.1
532.1
532.1
532.1
439.4
439.4
471.0
472.6
471.0
313.1
337.0

e'
[MeV]
416.5
416.8
416.9
417.0
417.1
324.3
324.4
355.9
357.3
355.6
197.4 •
221.2

»e

[deg]
84.63
78.09
71.83
64.31
56.93
65.30
57.97
46.90
40.49
35.00
46.05
35.00

ev[deg]
-40.10
-42.48
-44.63
-46.99
-49.04
-44.40
-46.11
-48.81
-49.33
-48.81
-39.20
-38.87

Table 3.4: Central values for the 40Ca(e,e'p) measurements in (q,u>) constant kine-

matics. The outgoing proton energy is 100 MeV in the center of mass system.

c =483.2 MeV; e' = 367.05 MeV; 0e = 61.52 deg. pm< 0 refers to kp' between

q and the initial beam direction.

pm central
[MeV/c]

-150
-90
-40

0
30
80

9P

[deg]
-26.52
-34.54
-41.00
-46.07
-49.82
-56.29

p m central
[MeV/c]

130
175
220
265
300

op
[deg]

-62.75
-68.62
-74.55
-80.58
-85.34
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Table 3.5: Central values for the 4sCa(e,e!p) measurements in parallel kinematics.

The outgoing proton energy was 100 Me V in the laboratory system. pm< 0 refers to

\kp'\ < \q\.

p m central
[MeV/c]

-30a>
206»
60*>

100°)
140°)
1805>
220*)
250°)

e
[MeV]
532.1
438.7
438.7
438.4
444.6
438.7
438.7
366.6

e'
[MeV]
411.1
317.7
317.7
317.6
323.4
317.3
317.2
244.9

0*
[cleg]
58.62
65.74
58.27
50.99
43.01
36.62
29.28
29.23

oP
[deg]

-47.86
-43.40
-45.04
-46.17
-46.61
-46.10
-44.07
-38.21

a) target
b) target

thickness
thickness

15.0 mg/cm2.
7.3 mg/cm2.

Table 3.6: Contributions to the total systematic error in the measured momentum

distributions.

contribution

target thickness
coincidence efficiency
solid angle QDQ
E6eom [200 keV]
8e [1 mrad]
9P [1 mrad]

total

effect on p(pm)
[%}
2.0
0.5
1.9
0.1
0.4
0.1

2.8
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angles were both determined with an accuracy of 1 mrad, contributing 0.4 and 0.1 %
to the systematic error in the experimental momentum distributions, respectively.
The timing information is corrected for time of flight differences in the spectrometers.
This reduces the raw timing resolution from 5 ns to less than 1 ns improving the real-
to-accidental coincidence ratio considerably.

In the foregoing paragraphs various sources of systematic errors are mentioned.
An overview of these sources, contributing to a systematic error of 2.8 % in the final
momentum distributions, is given in table 3.6.

In the further off-line analysis the spectra, which are a non-linear measure of the
spectral function are converted to the spectral function in the following way :
i) The accidentals background is subtracted using the level of accidental coincidences
obtained from the corrected time spectrum [Herd 87]; ii) The contents of each (Em,pm)
bin is weighted with the detection volume V(Em,pm), which is the probability that an
event is registered in that (Em,pm) bin. This volume was obtained from a Monte Carlo
calculation [Quin 83]; iii) The events which are affected by radiative processes, origi-
nating from the interaction of electrons and protons with matter, are folded back to
the (Em,pm) bin to which they originally belong [Quin 88]; iv) Corrections for detec-
tor dead times, for multiple scattering in MWDC planes of the detection systems, for
dead time in the timing logic and for coincidence efficiency are applied [Herd 87]. Mo-
mentum distributions for the discrete states are extracted from the spectral function
by integrating the peak contents in the missing-energy direction using the peak-fitting
code SPECFIT [BloL 73].

The numerical values for the experimental momentum distributions of the strongest
discrete transitions are given in Appendix B. In the following two chapters these
momentum distributions are studied to gain insight into the single particle properties
of the 40Ca and 48Ca nuclei.
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Chapter 4

The proton spectral function of
40Ca.

4.1 Introduction.

In this chapter the proton spectral function of 40Ca obtained from the reaction
40Ca(e,e'p), is investigated. Two topics are studied : the (e,e'p) reaction mecha-
nism and ground-state correlations in 40Ca. For the reaction mechanism tests the
spectral function has been measured not only with the usually applied parallel but
also with anti-parallel and (q, w) constant kinematical conditions. In the anti-parallel
kinematical conditions the transverse part of the cross section becomes larger (see
eq. 2.29) such that the coupling to meson-exchange currents may become important
in comparison to the direct knock-out process. These exchange processes are also
investigated.

For the study of ground-state correlations the spectral function of 40Ca has been
measured with high statistical accuracy in a search for transitions to weakly ex-
cited negative parity states in 39K, the presence of which constitutes the most direct
experimental evidence for ground-state correlations. Theoretically, the question of
particle-hole admixtures in the ground state of 40Ca is an old one. In [GerG 67] a
Nilsson model in which two-particle-two-hole and four-particle-four-hole state admix-
tures were taken into account, was used to calculate several properties of the 40Ca
spectrum. In [GerG 69] this model was refined with the inclusion of admixtures up
to eight-particle-eight-hole states. This model was then able to describe rather well
a number of electromagnetic properties of the 40Ca spectrum. In [AgaG 69] a RPA
description of the ground state of 40Ca was presented resulting in a 10 % depletion of
the (sd)-valence shell. More recently, a 2tiu> shell-model calculation [HsiJ 85] obtained
8 to 12 % depletion of the ld3/2 and a 5 to 7 % occupation of the \U/2 orbital in 40Ca.
Other calculations employing a dispersion-relation approach [MahS 88] obtained val-
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ues of 13 % and 9 % for the occupancy of, respectively, the lf7/2 and 2p3/2 orbitals
and a 20 to 25 % depletion of the (sd)-valence shell (see also chapter 2.5).

In the past ground-state correlations were studied with proton pick-up experi-
ments such as the (d,3He) reaction. From these experiments it was concluded that
these correlations are large (up to 10 % lf7/2 strength) but the deduced spectroscopic
factors differed up to a factor of two due to he model dependency. A further complica-
tion from these reactions initiated with hadrons is that two-step processes contribute
substantially to these weakly excited states. The (e,e'p) reaction is a better tool to
study ground-state correlations because two-step contributions are relatively small,
the bound-state potential well is deduced experimentally from the momentum distri-
butions and the proton optical model potential is sufficiently well known from proton
scattering data.

In this chapter the following topics are discussed. In section 4.2 the CDWIA and
two-step calculations are described which are used to obtain spectroscopic factors for
discrete transitions and rms radii for the various orbitals. A discussion of relativis-
tic DWIA calculations without and with first order meson-exchange currents is also
presented. In section 4.3 the (e,e'p) reaction mechanism is investigated by comparing
experimental momentum distributions to the results of the above mentioned calcu-
lations. In section 4.4 the spectroscopy of 40Ca is studied using the results for the
transitions leading to discrete states and the results of the ̂ -decomposition of the
spectral function. In section 4.5 the experimental results are compared with theoret-
ical calculations. The results of the ̂ -decomposition are compared with the work of
[MahS 88] and [Neck 89] and the measured momentum distributions for three strong
transitions are compared with continuum RPA calculations [Ryck 88]. In section 4.6
conclusions are presented.

4.2 CDWIA analysis.

In chapter 3 the experimental details of the present 40Ca(e,e'p) experiment have
already been given. The experimental momentum distributions are presented in
the next section. In order to extract spectroscopic factors and rms radii for differ-
ent orbitals from these momentum distributions Coulomb Distorted Wave Impulse
Approximation (CDWIA) calculations were performed using the code DWEEPY
[GiuP 87,GiuP 88] in which both electron and proton distortions are included. The
electron distortions are treated in second order eikonal approach. For the pro-
ton distortions the optical model parametrization according to Schwandt et al. was
used [SchM 82]. For the overlap between the initial and final nuclear wave functions
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a single particle wave function was used. This Bound State Wave Function (BSWF)
was obtained by solving the Schrodinger equation for a Woods-Saxon potential well
where the radius and depth were adjusted to fit the measured momentum distribu-
tions and binding energies, respectively. Non-locality corrections were applied for the
outgoing distorted proton wave as well as for the bound state wave function. The
CDWIA approach works well for the strong transitions where two-step processes play
no role at the current level of accuracy. This does not hold for the very weak tran-
sitions where two-step contributions can become of the same size as the direct term.
The coherent sum of the direct and indirect contributions should then be used to
describe the momentum distribution. Due to the lack of a CDWIA code in which
two-step contributions can be included the code CHUCK [Kunz], originally written
for hadronic reactions, was used to simulate (e,e'p) reactions [BloS 87]. The incoming
and outgoing electron is replaced by a quasi particle e which carries the same amount
of energy u and momentum ^as the transferred virtual photon, while the exit channel
consists of the knocked-out proton. In this approach factorization into the elementary
electron-proton cross section and the (distorted) spectral function is assumed. This
approximation is nearly exact for the parallel kinematics used to investigate the weak
transitions [BofG 79].

In order to check the validity of the non-relativistic CDWIA approach presented
above, spectroscopic factors were also deduced using a relativistic DWBA code, EEP,
developed by J.P. McDermott [McDe 89], in which not only the direct knock-out
term, i.e. the coupling of the virtual photon to the proton but also first order pion-
exchange contributions can be included (see fig. 4.1). These contributions consist
of i) the in-flight term : the virtual photon couples to the charged pion exchanged
between a proton-neutron pair inside the nucleus; and ii) the two sea-gull terms : the
virtual photon couples directly to the pion-nucleon vertex. In these calculations the
coupling of the virtual photon to isobar currents (i.e. coupling to the A) is not taken
into account.

Figure 4.1: The processes which are included in the relativistic DW1A code, a) the
direct term, b) the in-flight term, c) and d) the two sea-gull terms.
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Table 4.1: Rms radii in the A-l proton system and binding energies for four orbitals

in 40Ca deduced from the relativistic Hartree approach compared to the values obtained

from the CDWIA analysis presented in section 4-4-

orbital

ld3/2

2si/2

lds/2
lfT/a

rrms [fm]
th.

3.73
3.87
3.56
4.19

exp.
3.69(10)
3.72(10)
3.53(11)
4.07(12)

<E6> [MeV]
th.
6.7
7.3

15.1
-

exp.
8.3(3)

11.1(3)
16.8(4)

-

Boffi et al. [BofG 86] have shown that the isobar currents only affect the Wj-
and WTT terms of the response function (see eq. 2.29), whereas the meson-exchange
currents affect the Wr, WTT and W J J terms. Compared to the Wy and WIT terms
the WTT term is negligibly small. Under parallel kinematical conditions the WIT
and WTT terms vanish and the cross section consists only of the Wi and Wj- terms
of which the former dominates in kinematics with forward electron scattering angles.
Hence the isobaric and meson-exchange currents are negligible in parallel kinematical
conditions (pm > 0 MeV/c). For (g,w) constant kinematical conditions the contri-
bution of the WLT term to the cross section increases with growing | sin(7)| (i.e. with
growing \pm |) and so do the contributions of the mesonic currents (included in WLT
and Wj-) relative to those of the isobar currents (included in Wj- only). However,
these are only qualitative observations and a full calculation including both mesonic
and isobaric currents (and the corresponding difficulty of maintaining current conser-
vation and relativistic effects) is as yet not available.

In the EEP code proton distortions were included by applying a relativistic proton
optical potential and electron distortions were included by applying the q'H formalism
(see chapter 2). For the 40Ca nucleus a good energy-dependent parametrization of the
relativistic optical potential exists [CooC 87] obtained from elastic proton scattering
off 40Ca at energies between 50 and 200 MeV. For the BSWF a relativistic Hartree
single particle wave function was used [HorS 81]. The shapes of these wave functions
are in good agreement with the experimentally deduced non-relativistic ones as can be
seen from fig. 4.2. The predicted rms radii for these orbitals are also in good agreement
with the experimentally deduced ones (see table 4.1). The binding energies, however,
are too low compared to the experimentally deduced ones.
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Figure 4.2: The BSWF's for the ld3/2 and 2si/2 orbitals as used for the relativistic
calculations compared to the ones obtained from the non-relativistic CDWIA analysis
(see section 4-4)- The dash-dotted and the dotted curve represent the upper and lower
components, respectively, and the dashed curve is their sum. The non-relativistic
BSWF is given by the solid line.

4.3 Reaction mechanism tests.

A typical excitation energy spectrum of the reaction 40Ca(e,e'p) is shown in fig. 4.3.
This spectrum was measured at 100 MeV/c missing momentum. For the reaction
mechanism tests only a few strong transitions were studied (see table 4.2). From the
momentum distributions of these transitions spectroscopic factors as well as radii, ro,
of the Woods-Saxon well were determined while the diffuseness, ao, and the Coulomb
radius, re, were fixed to 0.65 and 1.30 fm, respectively. A non-locality correction
with /?=0.85 was also applied for the BSWF. These spectroscopic factors and rms
radii were determined under parallel, anti-parallel and (q, u>) constant kinematical
conditions. This serves as a test as to how well the description of the reaction mecha-
nism is understood, since for each transition separately the BSWF remains the same,
whereas the contributions from the four structure functions (see eq. 2.29) vary. Pre-
viously, in [SteB 88] momentum distributions were presented for 12C in parallel as
well as in anti-parallel kinematics. It was found that the anti-parallel data were 10
to 15 % underestimated by DWIA calculations. An acceptable description could only
be achieved by introducing an additional parameter, 77, with which the amplitude of
the transverse response function was multiplied. This n was then interpreted as a
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Figure 4.3: /I typical excitation-energy spectrum for the reaction 40Ca(e,e'p) at a

missing momentum of 100 MeV/c. Some strongly excited states are indicated with

their spin and parity. The curve represents a fit to the data.

possible signature for medium-modified nucleon form factors [SteB 88]. The aim of

the present anti-parallel measurements is to investigate this effect for 40Ca.

Non relativistic CDWIA analysis.

The data with parallel kinematical conditions were measured with high accuracy to

obtain radii and spectroscopic factors for a few strong transitions (see table 4.2),

which in the following are used as the standard set. From figs. 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6a it

is seen that the data at anti-parallel kinematics are described well with the BSWF

parameters and spectroscopic factors determined from the standard set.

The ground-state transition as observed in the (<f,w) constant measurements is

not well described with the standard set, especially the spectroscopic factor is 25 %

lower than the one determined in parallel kinematics. In order to investigate this

discrepancy the following ingredients of the theory were considered : the used opti-

cal potential, the BSWF, electron distortions and the influence of meson-exchange

currents.

In the CDWIA calculations the proton optical model potential according to the

parametrization of Schwandt et al. [SchM 82] was used. This is a global parametriza-
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Table 4.2: Spectroscopic factors and radii deduced from the CDWIA analysis under
different kinematical conditions. The errors represent the statistical uncertainty only.

Ex

[MeV]
0.000
2.522
5.258
5.595
6.328

r
3/2+
1/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+

Spectroscopic factors
parallel
Pm>0
2.58(8)
1.03(3)
0.69(2)
0.50(2)
0.83(3)

anti-parallel
+ parallel

2.58(8)
1.04(3)
0.70(2)
0.50(3)
0.83(2)

(q,u) constant

1.97(7)
1.10(5)
0.72(3)
0.55(3)
0.85(4)

[MeV]
0.000
2.522
5.258
5.595
6.328

i*

3/2+
1/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+

Radii (r0 )
parallel
pm>0

1.295(14)
1.276(12)
1.214(16)
1.208(15)
1.253(14)

anti-parallel
+ parallel
1.294(13)
1.279(11)
1.218(13)
1.211(14)
1.253(13)

(q, u>) constant

1.271(16)
1.279(14)
1.160(19)
1.137(20)
1.204(22)

tion for a wide mass and energy region. For individual nuclei this parametrization
might be less accurate. In order to determine a different optical potential parameter
set a re-analysis of elastic scattering experiments off 40Ca in the energy region be-
tween 65 and 200 MeV was performed [RabB 89]. Using this set yielded a slightly
different spectroscopic factor but the differences are much too small to explain the
observed discrepancy.

For the determination of the BSWF the diffuseness, ao, and the Thomas spin-orbit
term, A, were fixed to 0.65 and 25, respectively. It was verified that the sensitivity of
the spectroscopic factor to the choice of the diffuseness and the spin-orbit parameter is
too small to explain the observed discrepancy between the results obtained in parallel
and (<f,w)constant kinematics.

The drastic change of the spectroscopic factor as observed here for the ground-
state transition can also not be explained by electron distortions, because for 40Ca
these distortions are small as has been shown in chapter 2.

The transition leading to the 1/2+ state at 2.522 MeV is well described by using
the parameters of the standard set in anti-parallel and (q,u) constant kinematics.
Especially the differences between the minima located at |pm | w 120 MeV/c are
well reproduced (see fig. 4.5). The deduced spectroscopic factors are also in excellent
agreement with each other (see table 4.2). However, at very high missing momentum
in anti-parallel kinematics there is some underestimation of the data but these points
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Figure 4.4: Measured momentum distributions in (q,u;)constant (stars) and (anti)-
parallel (circles) kinematics for the ldz/2 transition leading to the ground state in
39K. The curves were obtained from the CDWIA calculations as discussed in the text.
The dashed line is the curve predicted with the BSWF parameters obtained from the
parallel measurements.

have a strong transverse component. This means that besides the direct knock-out
process, the coupling of the virtual photon to the meson-exchange currents might
become important (see below).

The three investigated 5/2+ states are consistently described by the CDWIA cal-
culations using the standard set as can be seen from fig. 4.6a and 4.6b and from
table 4.2. However, the radii determined from the (<f,w) constant measurements are
somewhat smaller than the ones obtained from the parallel data set. This difference
can possibly be explained by meson-exchange currents which are non-negligible for
the (q, u>) constant kinematics as discussed in the next section.

Relativistic DWIA analysis.

For the transitions discussed above relativistic DWIA calculations were also performed

without and with first order pion-exchange contributions (see sect. 4.2). The results of

these calculations are shown in figs. 4.7. Note that in these calculations all parameters
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Figure 4.5: Measured momentum distributions in (<f,o>)constant (stars) and (anti)-
parallel (circles) kinematics for the 2s\/2 transition leading to the 1/2* state at
2.522 MeV excitation energy in 39K. The curves were obtained from the CDWIA
calculations as discussed in the text.

except the spectroscopic factor are fixed by the choice made for the optical potential

and the BSWF's (see sect. 4.2). The shapes of the BSWF's were not adjusted to get

an optimal description of the experimental momentum distributions as was done in

the CDWIA analysis presented earlier. The spectroscopic factors deduced from

the relativistic DWIA calculations are given in table 4.3. These spectroscopic factors

without the inclusion of the pion contributions are for the ground state and for the

6.328 MeV state in 39K consistent with the values deduced from the CDWIA approach

(see table 4.3). The discrepancy for the £=0 transition leading to the 2.522 MeV state

in 39K might be caused by the differences in the shape in the interior of the nucleus

(see fig. 4.2) between the relativistic Hartree and non-relativistic BSWF.

The pionic terms are in general more than two orders of magnitude smaller than
the direct terms. In parallel kinematics their influence is only detectable at high
missing momenta. Precisely at these missing momentum values the shape of the
momentum distribution is sensitive to the rms radius of the employed BSWF. If the
pionic contributions as determined from the EEP calculations are folded into the CD-
WIA calculations the fitted rms radii decrease with less than 2 %. In anti-parallel
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Figure 4.6a: Measured momentum distributions in (anti)-parallel kinematics for the

ldb/2 transitions leading to the three strongest excited 5/2^ states in 39K. The curves

were obtained from the CDWIA calculations as discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.6b: Measured momentum distributions in (q,u>)constant kinematics for the

ld$/2 transitions leading to the three strongest excited 5/2^ states in 39K. The curves

were obtained from the CDWIA calculations as discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.7a: Momentum distributions measured in (anti-)parallel kinematics for the

transitions leading to the 3/2*, 1/2* and 5/2* states in 39K at 0.000, 2.522 and

6.328 MeV, respectively, compared to the relativistic Hartree calculations as discussed

in the text. The dashed curves represent the direct term, the dotted curves represent

the pion-exchange (*10j contributions and the full curve is the coherent sum.
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Figure 4.7b: Momentum distributions measured in (q,w) constant kinematics for the

transitions leading to the 3/2*, 1/2+ and 5/2* states in 39K at t.000, 2.522 and

6.328 MeV, respectively, compared to the relativistic Hartree calculations as discussed

in the text. The dashed curves represent the direct term, the dotted curves represent

the pion-exchange f*10^ contributions and the full curve is the coherent sum.
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Table 4.3: Spectroscopic factors for three transitions in the reaction *°Ca(e,e'p} de-
duced from the relativistic Hartree calculations. The listed errors represent the statis-
tical uncertainty only.

[MeV]
0.000
2.522
6.328

parallel
direct pion exch.

2.58 (8)
0.76 (7)
0.87 (3)

2.59 (8)
0.74 (9)
0.95 (3)

(q,u>) constant
direct pion exch.

2.14 (7)
0.98 (3)
0.95 (4)

1.76 (8)
0.90 (4)
0.76 (3)

kinematics the pionic contributions enhance the momentum distribution up to 30 %
as was expected from the more transverse character of this kinematics. For the (q, w)
constant kinematics the influence of the pion terms is also relatively strong at high
positive missing momenta. This gives - apart from the uncertainties in the interfer-
ence terms - an additional uncertainty in the spectroscopic factors deduced from the
CDWIA analysis of the data measured at (^w) constant kinematics. Moreover in
the present calculations isobaric currents were not taken into account and at present
no estimate of their effect is available.

It is concluded that the description of the (e,e'p) reaction mechanism is understood
well enough to deduce reliable spectroscopic information from these experiments.
The influence of meson-exchange currents on the extracted spectroscopic factors is
non-negligible for some kinematical conditions, but for the usually applied parallel
kinematics the model dependency of the spectroscopic information is small. Hence
this part of the data set is used to study further ground-state correlations in 40Ca.

4.4 The spectroscopy of 40Ca.

4.4.1 The discrete transitions.

For the study of the spectroscopy of 40Ca spectroscopic factors and whenever possible,
rms radii of the BSWF's were deduced from the excitation energy spectra obtained for
pm ranging from 0 to 280 MeV/c. For the extraction of spectroscopic factors and rms
radii the code DWEEPY [GiuP 87,GiuP 88] was used for the CDWIA calculations.
The radii, ro, of the Woods-Saxon well are also given in table 4.4 while the diffuseness,
ao, and the Coulomb radius, re, were fixed to 0.65 and 1.30 frn, respectively. In
table 4.4 as well as in the following text the quoted errors consist of the statistical
error, the systematical error as discussed in chapter 3 and the model error. The latter
was estimated from the uncertainty of the optical model parametrization [RabB 89]
to be 2 % for the rms radii and 8 % for the spectroscopic factors.
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Table 4.4: Spectroscopic factors, potential well radii r^ and rms radii in the A-l proton

system for the transitions leading to discrete states in 39K deduced from the present

experiment. The listed errors contain the statistical, systematic and model

error.

Ex
[MeV]
0.000
2.522
2.814
3.019
4.095
4.125
5.258
5.595
5.937
6.328
6.690
7.200
7.423
7.739
8.204

J*8>

3/2+
1/2+
7/2-
3/2"
1/2+
7/2"
5/2+
5/2+
3/2"
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+

Spectroscopic
factor

2.58 (19)
1.03 ( 7)
0.38 ( 4)

0.010 ( 2)
0.056 (15)
0.040 ( 6)
0.69 ( 5)
0.50 ( 4)
0.04 ( i)
0.83 ( 6)
0.10 ( 8)
0.22 ( 2)
0.14 ( 2)
0.08 ( 2)
0.21 ( 2)

ro
[fm]

1.295 (47)
1.276 (59)
1.348 (67)
1.40
1.323
1.362
1.214 (46)
1.208 (45)
1.51
1.253 (49)
1.277 (68)
1.172 (60)
1.143 (83)
1.236
1.243 (58)

[fm]
3.69 (10)
3.72 (10)
4.07 (12)
4.17
3.72
4.07
3.54 (10)
3.53 (10)
4.17
3.59 (11)
3.63 (15)
3.41 (12)
3.36 (17)
3.53
3.53 (13)

a) From [EndL 78].

1=0 transitions.

A strong £=0 transition was observed leading to the 2.522 MeV 1/2+ excited state

in 39K. Its momentum distribution is shown in fig 4.8. For the transition to this

state a spectroscopic factor of 1.03(7) and a rms radius of 3.72(10) fm were deduced.

The second £=0 transition at 4.095 MeV was not separated from the £=3 transition

at 4.125 MeV but due to the different shapes of the £=0 and £=3 distributions (see

fig. 4.8) it was possible to separate the two components by fitting an incoherent sum

of £=0 and £=3 distributions to the data. For the £=0 transition a spectroscopic

factor of 0.05(1) was found in this procedure in which the rms radius was fixed to the

one deduced from the first £=0 transition.

1=1 transitions.

It is expected that the ^=1 transitions in the reaction 40Ca(e,e'p)39K are very weakly

excited because the lp shell is far below the Fermi level whereas the 2p shell is

above the Fermi level. However, two very weak transitions leading to a 3/2~ state

and a (1/2,3/2)- state at 3.019 MeV and 5.937 MeV, respectively, known from the
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Figure 4.8: Momentum distributions for the transitions to the observed 1/2* states
and the second 7/2~ state in 39K. The curves represent the CDWIA calculations as
discussed in the text. The dashed and dotted curves are obtained from a fit to the
momentum distribution of the 4-1 Me V doublet with an incoherent sum of t=0 and
i=3 transitions, respectively.

literature [EndL 78] were observed in the present experiment (see fig. 4.9). As can be
seen from fig. 4.9, the experimental momentum distribution of the 3.019 MeV level
in 39K does not resemble the well known 2p shape [HerB 88]. The first 3/2" state
has been described as a member of the weak-coupling multiplet [HamO 74]. Hence,
two-step processes via the ground state of 39K might be important. Including this
indirect process in the calculations (see sect. 4.2 and appendix A for further technical
details) the measured data were described well, resulting in a spectroscopic factor for
the direct knock-out term of 0.010(2) [KraB 89]. For the observed transition leading
to the (l/2,3/2)~ state at 5.937 MeV the situation for possible two step processes
is less clear. If this transition is analyzed as a direct process a spectroscopic factor
of 0.04(2) is derived where the error also includes the uncertainty due to possible
two-step processes.
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Figure 4.9: Measured momentum distributions for the transitions to the observed
3/2~ states at 3.019 and 5.937 MeV excitation energy in 39K. The curves for the
3.019 MeV transition were obtained from two-step calculations as discussed in the
text. The dashed curve represents the direct step (2pzii), the dotted the indirect step
and the full curve is their coherent sum.

(=2 transitions.

Up to 6.5 MeV excitation energy four t=2 transitions were observed (see figs. 4.10a)
and five 1=2 transitions were observed between 6.5 and 8 MeV (see fig. 4.10b). The
transition leading to the ground-state is the only observed 3/2+ transition. A spec-
troscopic factor of 2.58(19) and a rms radius for the ld3/2 orbital of 3.69(10) fm were
deduced. This value for the radius of ld3/2 orbital is in good agreement with the
value of 3.70(5) fm deduced from magnetic elastic scattering off 39K [Lapi 79]. The
latter value was corrected for meson-exchange current effects (a; 0.5 % [BluC 85]).

The other eight £=2 transitions lead to 5/2+ states. The summed 5/2+ strength
residing in the discrete transitions is 2.76(21). For most 5/2+ transitions rms radii
could be determined for the employed ld5/2 BSWF (see table 4.4). This resulted
within the experimental error in a constant rms radius of 3.53(11) fm for the lds/2
orbital.
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Figure 4.10a: Momentum distributions for the 1=2 transitions to the observed 3/2*
and 5/2* states below 6.5 MeV excitation energy in 39K. The curves represent the
CDWIA calculations as discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.10b: Momentum distributions for the discrete 1=2 transitions to the observed

5/2+ states above 6.5 MeV excitation energy in39K. The curves represent the CDWIA

calculations as discussed in the text.
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Figure 4.11: Measured momentum distribution for the transition to the 7/2~ state at
2.814 MeV excitation energy in 39K. The curves were obtained from two-step calcu-
lations as discussed in the text. The dashed curve represents the direct step (lfr/2)t
(he dotted the indirect step and the full curve is their coherent sum.

£=3 transitions.

Two discrete £=3 transitions were observed (see figs. 4.8 and 4.11). The transition
leading to the 7/2~ state at 2.814 MeV was strong enough to determine both its
spectroscopic factor of 0.38(4) and rms radius of 4.07(12) fm. The second £=3 tran-
sition leading to the 7/2" state at 4.125 MeV in 39K (see fig. 4.8) is very weakly
excited in this experiment; only the spectroscopic factor could be determined for this
transition : of 0.04(1). The spectroscopic factors for these two ̂ =3 transitions are cor-
rected for two-step contributions [KraB 89 and appendix A]. The observation of <?=3
strength is a clear sign of ground-state correlations in 40Ca and is discussed further
in sect. 4.7.

4.4.2 The continuum.

The (e,e'p) reaction is well suited to study the deeply bound proton-hole states which
are observed in the continuum at higher excitation energies. For 40Ca this continuum
is shown in fig. 4.12. The continuum is studied using the ^-decomposition technique
[HerB 88]. Above the two-particle knock out threshold multi-nucleon processes might
be present. Since these processes have a strong transverse character [UImB 87], they
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Figure 4.12: A typical excitation-energy spectrum for the reaction 40Ca(e,e'p) at a

missing momevtum, of 60 MeV/c, where the continuum starting at 6 MeV excitation

energy is clearly seen.

are expected to be strongly suppressed in the parallel kinematical conditions with
pm > 0 MeV/c used for this ^-decomposition. The experimental spectral function
is divided in momentum distributions of 0.5 MeV excitation energy bins and fitted
with an incoherent sum of calculated momentum distributions for different angular
momenta. In these theoretical momentum distributions, calculated with the code
DWEEPY [GiuP 88], the rms radii of the 2s1/2, ld3/2, ld5/2 and lf7/2 orbits were
kept fixed at 3.72, 3.69, 3.53 and 4.07 fm, respectively, which are the values deduced
for the discrete states. For the 2p3/2 radius a value of 4.17 fm was used. This
rms radius constant method is supported by the observed constancy of the l d ^ rms
radius for the discrete transitions (see table 4.4). In [HerB 88] a similar constancy was
observed for the rms radii of the lf7/2 and lds/2 orbitals in 51V. An extra complication
in the present ^-decomposition is the presence of a small amount of 16O in the target
giving rise to two 16O contaminant peaks in the 40Ca spectra (see fig. 4.12). This 16O
contamination was subtracted using the 16O(e,e'p) results of [Leus 89]. The results
of the ̂ -decomposition are shown in fig. 4.13.

The 2si/2 strength is concentrated in the 2.5 and 4.0 MeV bins, arising from the

discrete 2s!/2 transitions discussed earlier, but there is also an observable tail of 2si/2

strength stretching out to about 13 MeV excitation energy. A similar tail was also
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observed for the 2si/2 transition strength in 51V [HerB 88]. Such a tail stretching out.
to high missing energy values is well detectable with the (e,e'p) reaction because .he
^=0 momentum distribution has its maximum at 0 MeV/c missing energy wherear
momentum distributions with higher I values have a minimum at that position. This
tail contains a strength of 0.20(5). Together with the strength arising from the discrete
transitions, this gives a total 2si/2 strength of 1.28(12), equivalent to 64(6)% of the
1PSM sum-rule limit.

From a polarized (d,3He) experiment [BecF 77] it is known that the ground-state
transition is the only observed 3/2+ hole state. Hence above the 4 MeV excitation
energy no further ld3/2 strength was included in the ^-decomposition. It is not ex-
cluded, however, that above 4 MeV some very weak transitions leading to unobserved
3/2+ states are present. Therefore the observed ld3/2 strength of 2.58(19), which
represents 65(7)% of the IPSM sum-rule limit, is a lower limit.

The lds/2 strength is spread between several discrete states (see fig. 4.12) and
the continuum starting at about 6 MeV. The discrete states contain a summed spec-
troscopic factor of 2.76(21), which is 46(4)% of the IPSM sum rule, whereas for the
continuum up to 22 MeV a spectroscopic factor of 2.21(18) is found, i.e. 37(3)% of the
IPSM sum-rule limit. The total observed lds/2 strength is thus 4.97(34) i.e. 83(6)%
of the IPSM limit. It might be possible that, due to the applied procedure, a very
small fraction of ld3/2 strength is included in this number due to the insensitivity of
the (e,e'p) reaction to the total angular momentum quantum number. The total Id
strength, however, is a correct measure for the total 1—2 strength resulting in 76(6)%
of the Id IPSM sum-rule limit observed in the excitation energy range from 0 to
22 MeV.

In the ^-decomposition lf7/2 strength was included in the fits up to 10 MeV exci-
tation energy; above 10 MeV it was checked that the H7/2 strength is consistent with
zero within the error bars (ta 0.03 per MeV). Apart from the discrete transitions at
2.81 and 4.13 MeV, additional H7/2 strength was found in the region between 5 and
9 MeV excitation energy resulting in a total lf7/2 strength of 0.91(10). The obser-
vation of this rather large amount of If strength is direct experimental evidence for
appreciable ground-state correlations in 40Ca.

In this ^-decomposition there is also evidence for some 2p knock-out in the ex-
citation energy region between 2 and 10 MeV. A summed spectroscopic strength of
0.08(4) was found. This is another sign of ground-state correlations in 40Ca. The l=\
strength above the 10 MeV excitation energy is attributed to lp knock-out. In the
analysis it was assumed that this strength represents knock out from the lpi/2 orbit
because this orbital is less bound than the lp3/2 orbital. The lpi/2 rms radius was
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determined from a fit to the momentum distribution of the excitation energy interval
from 14 to 20 MeV, resulting in a rms radius of 3.09(15) fm. A summed lp strength
of 1.44(16) has been observed in this experiment but obviously this number will also
contain part of the Ipzf? strength since predictions for the spreading give widths in
the order of 15 MeV at these excitation energies [BroR 81]. Finally, the lp strength
is not saturated in the excitation energy region up to 22 MeV as can be seen from
fig. 4.13.

4.5 Comparison with theory.

In this section the experimental results are compared with theoretical calculations.
Firstly the results of the ^-decomposition are compared with the theoretical calcula-
tions of [MahS SS] and [Neck 89]. Secondly, the measured momentum distributions
for three strong transitions are compared with calculations where for the interaction
between the nucleus and the bound and free proton an unified potential has been
used.

4.5.1 Theoretical strength distributions in 40Ca.

A short outline of the work of the Liege group [MahS 88 and references therein] has

already been presented in sections 2.4 and 2.5. It leads to predictions for occupations

in 40Ca given in table 4.5. Within this model occupations of 70 to 80 % are found for

states just below and up to 30 % for states above the Fermi level. These occupations

can not be cornpared directly to the experimentally-obtained summed spectroscopic

Table 4.5: Occupation of the shell model orbitals in 40Ca according to [MahS 88]. The
predicted spectroscopic strength in the experimentally-covered missing energy range
according to the parametrization of [BroR 81] and the experimentally-detected spec-
troscopic strength.

orbital

IP
1^5/2
&1/2

ld3/2

lfr/2
2P3/2

shell model
occupation
[MahS 88]
n %

6.51 109
4.51 75
1.60 80
2.95 74
2.19 28
0.61 15

spectroscopic
strength

in Em range
S %

1.20 20
3.64 61
1.31 66
2.30 58
0.42 5
0.11 3

experimentally
observed

spectr. strength

s %
1.44(16) 24(3)
4.97(34) 83(6)
1.28(12) 66(6)
2.58(28) 65(7)
0.91(10) 11(1)
0.08( 4) 2(1)
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strength because the quasi-particle strength is spread over a large missing energy
range (see fig. 2.4). In order to estimate the fraction of the quasi particle strength in
the experimentally covered missing energy interval the spreading of the hole states
was parametrized with a Lorentz peak shape :

+ r 2 (4.1)

where E& is the mean binding energy of the orbital as given in [MahS 88], Ep the
Fermi energy [MahS 88] and the width, F, was taken from the parametrization of
Brown and Rho [BroR 81] :

500 + ( E E F ) 2 l '

From this parametrization the fraction of the spectroscopic strength which is residing
in the experimentally-covered missing energy interval was estimated by integrating
eq. 4.1. The resulting values (see table 4.5) must be interpreted carefully because
the afore sketched parametrization of the quasi-hole strength neglects quantization
effects which are pronounced at the Fermi level. In the experimentally-covered missing
energy range only a fraction of the occupation of about 0.8 for states below and
0.2 for states above the Fermi level is detected (see table 4.3) leading to summed
spectroscopic strengths of 58 to 66 % for states below and up to 5 % for states above
the Fermi level. These numbers are in good agreement with the experimentally-
observed spectroscopic strengths (see table 4.3).

In an attempt to calculate the spreading of the particle strength a self-consistent
RPA calculation was made [Neck 89] in which the nucleon-nucleon interaction known
as the extended Skyrme interaction SkE2 [WarH 83] was used. In these RPA calcu-
lations all the nuclear orbitals up to the Fermi level were completely filled whereas
the orbitals above the Fermi level were assumed to be empty. In this calculation
the distribution of the spectroscopic strength over the missing energy was obtained
only for orbitals below the Fermi level. The results of these calculations are shown
in fig. 4.14 in two different ways. The results are presented in terms of S(EX) (in
0.5 MeV bins) as well as in terms of 52 S(Ex)/(2j + 1) which is the summed strength
up to bin (Ex). From the S(Er) representation it can be seen that the gross struc-
tures are not well described. There is not enough fragmentation found for the ld5/2

hole strength and the deep lp hole states are predicted at a too low missing energy.
The absolute strength for individual states is also overestimated but this could be
expected since short range correlations were not taken into account. The inclusion of
short range correlations leads to a further depletion of the shells below and a filling of
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Figure 4.14: The experimental results of the (-decomposition (light shaded) com-

pared to the results of the self-consistent RPA calculations (dark shaded) in terms
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Table 4.6: Rms radii and spectroscopic factors for three orbitals in 40Ca deduced from
the HF-RPA calculations. The rms radii are compared to the values obtained from
the CDWIA analysis presented earlier.

E6

[MeV]
0.000
2.522
6.328

•f

3/2+
1/2+
5/2+

th.
3.698
3.687
3.578

exp.
3.69(10)
3.72(10)
3.53(11)

c

parallel
1.69( 8)
1.06(15)
0.56( 2)

(g,u) const.
1.51(8)
0.87(7)
0.59(3)

the shells above the Fermi level. This is also seen from the summed representation in
fig. 4.14 where typically 90 % of the spectroscopic strength is found in the excitation
energy interval up to 22 MeV. Therefore it can be concluded that in this form the
self-consistent RPA method is not well sui*ed to compute the spreading of the spec-
troscopic strength in the case of 40Ca. However, it should be investigated whether or
not ground-state correlations are responsible for the observed discrepancies.

4.5.2 Towards a unified mean-field potential for 40Ca.

In the theoretical treatment of the (e,e'p) reaction so far two potentials are needed for
the description of the proton-nucleus interaction. Before the interaction a real mean
field potential is used which determines the motion of the proton bound inside the
nucleus and after the interaction an optical model potential is used consisting of a real
and an imaginary part to describe the knocked-out proton. In an attempt to unify
these two potentials Mahaux et al. [MahB 85] extended the real part of the optical
potential above the Fermi level to below the Fermi level using a dispersive relation
approach (see also chapter 2). In reference [Ryck 88] a different approach is made
starting from a phenomenological nucleon-nucleon interaction, the extended Skyrme
interaction SkE2 [WarH 83]. From this interaction a Hartree-Fock mean field is built
which is able to describe the nucleon-nucleus interaction both for bound and scattering
states. From the same Skyrme interaction some kind of collectivity, i.e. correlations
between nucleons, is included via the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). In these
calculations the nuclear response functions are investigated using virtual photons.
Only single nucleon processes are taken into account. The effect of not including
multi-nucleon processes is an underestimation of the imaginary part of the potential
between the proton and the final nucleus. This leads to a presumably small overes-
timation of the computed momentum distributions and hence to an underestimation
of the deduced spectroscopic factors.

The results of the HF-RPA calculations for the reaction 40Ca(e,e'p) are presented
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Figure 4.15a: Momentum distributions measured in (anti-)parallel kinematics for the
transitions leading to the 3/2*, 1/2+ and 5/2* states in 39K at 0.000, 2.522 and
6.328 MeV, respectively, compared to the HF-RPA calculations as discussed in the
text.
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Figure 4.15b: Momentum distributions measured in (q,u)) constant kinematics for the
transitions leading to the 3/2*, 1/2* and 5/2* states in 39K at 0.000, 2.522 and
6.328 MeV, respectively, compared to the HF-RPA calculations as discussed in the
text.
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for the three strong discrete transitions in table 4.6 [Ryck 89]. For these transitions
momentum distributions were computed in parallel and in (q, w) constant kinematics.
Note that apart from the spectroscopic factor the computed momentum distribution
is completely fixed by the choice of the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The electron
distortions were taken into account using the qe^ formalism (see chapter 2).

The rms radii obtained from these calculations are in good agreement with the
experimentally observed values as can be seen from table 4.6. Although it is not
the only parameter determining the BSWF it is an indication that the single particle
orbitals are reproduced well in this theory. The shape of the momentum distributions
is qualitatively reproduced, as can be seen from fig. 4.15, but the filling of the minima
caused by the final state interaction is less well described. This was expected because
only single nucleon processes were taken into account as explained above. The spec-
troscopic factors deduced in this way are also given in table 4.6. As expected these
numbers are up to 50 % lower than the numbers obtained from the CDWIA analysis
(see table 4.1). These calculations are able to reproduce the shapes of the measured
momentum distributions rather well but the deduced values for the spectroscopic fac-
tors are too low because in the final state some processes which remove strength from
the exit channel were neglected.

4.6 Conclusions and summary.

The proton spectral function of 40Ca has been measured in the missing energy range
from 8 to 30 MeV with a resolution of 120 keV and in a missing momentum range
under (anti-)parallel kinematical conditions from —220 to 270 MeV/c and under (q, u>)
constant conditions from —190 to 340 MeV/c.

The momentum distributions for strong transitions leading to discrete states in
39K measured under anti-parallel kinematical conditions are well described with the

parameters deduced from the parallel measurements. From this observation it is

concluded that within the present accuracy there is no evidence for a longitudi-

nal/transverse anomaly for these discrete transitions. Such an anomaly was reported

earlier for 6Li [SteB 87], 12C [SteB 88] and for 40Ca [RefB 88].

The momentum distributions for strong transitions leading to discrete states in 39K

measured under {q,u) constant kinematical conditions show non-negligible deviations

from the calculations in which the parameter set was used as deduced from the parallel

measurements. In this kinematical set-up meson-exchange currents were shown to be

important.

From the relativistic EEP calculations in which the first order pion-exchange pro-
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cesses are included it was shown that the spectroscopic factors deduced from the usu-
ally applied parallel kinematical conditions are hardly influenced by these processes.
The same holds for the rms radii. The pionic processes become more pronounced at
those kinematical conditions where the transverse structure function becomes impor-
tant compared to the longitudinal one. This might be the explanation for some of
the differences in the radii and spectroscopic factors as obtained from the CDWIA
analysis of momentum distributions measured under different kinematical conditions.

From the observed 15 discrete transitions two were identified as £=Q, two as ̂ =1,
nine as £=2 and two as £=3 transitions. The £=l and (=3 transitions arise from knock-
out of protons in the 2p3/2 and UT/2 orbitals, respectively, which are situated above
the Fermi level in 40Ca. Some additional £=1 and &=3 knock-out strength at higher
excitation energies has been found in the ^-decomposition of the spectral function.
Since the detected spectroscopic strengths (11 % and 2 %, respectively) represents
only a lower limit of the occupation for these orbitals, this shows that the ground-state
correlations in the nucleus 40Ca are rather large. The summed spectroscopic strengths
for the 2s and Id orbitals, situated below the Fermi level, indicate a 24 to 34 %
reduction of the IPSM sum rule limit. The observed If and 2p strength, (S=0.99(14)),
is by far not enough to account for the missing 2s and Id strength. Hence to fulfill the
total sum rule more strength must reside at high excitation energies. Above 12 MeV
excitation energy lp deep-hole strength is manifest.

For the observed transitions to the 7/2" states and the first 3/2" state two-step
calculations were performed showing that the influence of these contributions to the
momentum distribution leading to the 7/2" states is small, whereas this influence is
large for the 3/2" state.

Theoretically the iterative moment approach applied in the work of Mahaux and
Sartor [MahS 88] is able to describe the measured summed spectroscopic strength
rather well but only after taking into account some phenomenological spreading
[BroR 81] of the single hole strength. In the present form the self-consistent RPA
calculations [Neck 89] are not able to describe the gross structures of the observed
strength distributions. The model probably needs the inclusion of short range corre-
lations to reproduce the experimentally observed spectroscopic factors, which are up
to 40 % smaller than the IPSM sum-rule limit.

The description of this 40Ca(e,e'p) experiment using an unified mean field poten-
tial [Ryck 88] for 40Ca works rather well. The shapes of the experimentally obtained
momentum distributions are qualitatively reproduced but multi-nucleon processes
must be included to improve the description, especially for the transition to the l /2+

state.
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Chapter 5

The proton spectral function of
48Ca.

5.1 Introduction.

In this chapter ground-state correlations in 48Ca are studied from the measurement
of the spectral function of the reaction 48Ca(e,e'p) and a comparison will be made
with similar information obtained for the isotope 40Ca (see chapter 4). In contrast to
the 40Ca case, the spins and parities of the states in the final 47K nucleus are less well
known. This hampers the identification of transitions to negative parity states which
are in this case a clear sign of ground-state correlations. The only experimental data
on spins and parities have been obtained from transfer reactions [DolW 76,BanS 85].
From proton pick-up studies of the even calcium isotopes [DolW 76] it has been
concluded that the ground-state correlations in 40Ca are larger than in 48Ca. However,
spectroscopic factors deduced from pick-up experiments are quite model dependent.
From elastic electron scattering [EmrF 83] off 40Ca and 48Ca the ground-state charge
distributions were determined. The difference between these two distributions showed
an excess of charge in 40Ca in a region of space where the lf^ orbital is expected. This
excess is compensated by a reduction in the region where the 2s and Id orbitals are
residing. Therefore, Emrich et al. [EmrF 83] concluded that ground-state correlations
are larger in 40Ca than in 48Ca.

The following topics will be discussed. In section 5.2 the CDWIA and two-step
calculations needed to obtain spectroscopic factors for discrete transitions and rms
radii for the various orbitals are discussed. In section 5.3 the experimental results
are given. The results for the transitions leading to discrete states are presented,
followed by the results of the ^decomposition of the spectral function. Section 5.4 is
devoted to the comparison of the 48Ca spectral function with those of 40Ca (chapter 4)
and of 51V [HerB 88]. The influence of the filling of the lf7/2 neutron shell on the



proton single-particle wave functions is studied by comparison of the proton spectral
function for the two calcium isotopes, while the comparison of the spectral functions
for *l V and 48Ca reveals the influence of the three extra protons in the lf7/2 orbital on
the 48Ca core of 51V. In section 5.5 a comparison is made between the results of the
present experiment and various theoretical models. Finally, in section 5.6 conclusions
are drawn.

5.2 CDWIA analysis.
In chapter 3 the experimental details were given of the present 48Ca(e,e'p) experiment.
The resulting momentum distributions are presented in the next section (see also
figs. 5.2 to 5.4). In order to extract spectroscopic factors and radii for different orbitals
from these momentum distributions Coulomb Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation
(CDWIA) calculations were performed using the code DWEEPY [GiuP 87,GiuP 88]
in which both electron and proton distortions are included. The electron distortions
are treated in second order eikonal approach. For the proton distortions the optical
model parametrization according to Schwandt et al. was used [SchM 82]. For the over-
lap between the initial and final nuclear wave functions a single particle wave function
was used. This Bound State Wave Function (BSWF) was obtained by solving the
Schrodinger equation for a Woods-Saxon well where the radius and depth were ad-
justed to fit the measured momentum distributions and binding energies, respectively.
The CDWIA approach works well for the strong transitions where two-step processes
play no role at the current level of accuracy. For the very weak transitions two-step
contributions can become of the same size as the direct term. The coherent sum of
the direct and indirect contributions should then be used to describe the momentum
distribution. Due to the lack of a CDWIA code in which two-step contributions are
included the code CHUCK [Kunz], originally written for hadronic reactions, was used
to simulate (e,e'p) reactions [BloS 87]. The incoming and outgoing electron is replaced
by a quasi particle e which carries the same amount of energy u> and momentum q
as the transferred virtual photon, while the exit channel consists of the knocked-out
proton. In this approach factorization, in the elementary electron-proton cross-section
and the (distorted) spectral function is assumed. This assumption is nearly exact for
the parallel kinematics used in this experiment [BofG 79].
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Figure 5.1: A typical excitation-energy spectrum for the reaction 4&Ca(e,e'p) at a
missing momentum of 220 MeV/c. The states for which momentum distributions are
presented are indicated with their excitation energy. The curve is fitted to the data.

5.3 Experimental results.

In fig. 5.1 a typical excitation-energy spectrum of the reaction 48Ca(e,e'p)47K at
220 MeV/c missing momentum is shown; the observed levels are labelled with their ex-
citation energy. For the transitions to these states spectroscopic factors and whenever
possible, rms radii of the BSWF's were deduced. The radii, r0, of the Woods-Saxon
well are also given in table 5.1. The diffuseness, ao, and Coulomb radius, re, were
fixed to 0.65 and 1.30 fm, respectively. A Thomas spin-orbit term with A=25 was
applied. A non-locality correction was also used with /?=0.85. In the following the
individual transitions are discussed grouped according to the transferred angular mo-
mentum. A summary of the spectroscopic factors and radii is given in table 5.1. In
this table as well as in the following text the quoted errors consist of the statistical
error, the systematical error as discussed in chapter 3 and the model error. The latter
arises from the uncertainty of the optical model parametrization and is estimated to
be 2% for the rms radii and 8% for the spectroscopic factors (see chapter 4).
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Figure 5.2: Momentum distributions for the transitions to the observed 1/2* and 3/2^

states in 47K. The curves represent the CDWIA calculations as discussed in the text.

The dotted and dashed curves are obtained from a fit to the momentum distribution

of the 3.9 MeV level with a combination of i=0 and 1=2 distributions incoherently

summed to yield the solid curve.
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Table 5.1: Spectroscopic factors, potential well radii r§ and rms radii in the A-1 proton

system for the transitions leading to discrete states in 47K deduced from the present

(e,e!p) experiment. The listed errors contain the statistical, systematic and model

error.

E*
[MeV]
0.00
0.36
1.97
3.42
3.68
3.85
3.95
5.24
5.49
6.51
6.87
7.81
8.13

J"°>

1/2+
3/2+

7/2-
5/2+
5/2+
1/2+
3/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+

S

1.07 ( 7)
2.26 (16)
0.035 ( 7)
0.683 (49)
0.174 (21)
0.167 (14)
0.323 (27)
0.288 (21)
0.746 (52)
0.160 (14)
0.070 ( 7)
0.434 (32)
0.228 (19)

ro
[fm]

1.228(47)
1.254(48)
1.252
1.128(44)
1.168
1.294(51)
1.288
1.192(48)
1.182(46)
1.265(56)
1.162(65)
1.243(49)
1.299(54)

[fm]
3.58(10)
3.54(10)
3.92
3.39( 9)
3.47
3.59(10)
3.54
3.49( 8)
3.47( 9)
3.62(12)
3.41(14)
3.56( 9)
3.46(12)

a) From [BanS 85].

1=0 transitions.

A pure £=0 transition was observed (see fig. 5.2), leading to the ground state in 47K.

The deduced spectroscopic factor is 1.07(7) and the ro of 1.23(5) fm for the ground

state resulted in a rms radius of 3.58(10) fm for the 2si/2 orbit in 48Ca. The second ̂ =0

transition at 3.85 MeV was due to the lack of resolution not clearly distinguishable

from the £=2 transition at 3.95 MeV. However, due to the different behavior of the

two distributions (see fig. 5.2) it was possible to separate the two components by

fitting an incoherent sum of £=0 and £=2 distributions. For the ̂ =0 transition a

spectroscopic factor of 0.167(14) and a rms radius of 3.59(10) fm were found in this

way. The error on the radius does not include the the uncertainty due to the fixed

rms radius of the ld3/2 orbital (see below).

1=1 transitions.

The appearance of £=1 strength, from knock-out of the 2p orbital, is a clear signature

of ground state correlations in 48Ca. In contrast to the observation of £=1 strength

in 40Ca [KraB 89] no discrete £=1 transitions were detected in 48Ca. This is in

agreement with the observations obtained with hadron-induced reactions where no

£=l transitions were reported in the region between 0 and 8 MeV excitation energy
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[FanS 85]. Hence it is concluded that on the basis of the absence of any detectable
f: strength ground state correlations in 48Ca are much smaller than in 40Ca.

£=2 transitions.

Ten discrete £=2 transitions were observed (see figs. 5.2, 5.3a and 5.3b), two of them
leading to 3/2+ states and the others to 5/2+ states (see table 5.1). The summed
spectroscopic strength for the transitions leading to the 3/2+ states is 2.58(19). The
rms radius for the ld3/2 orbit, deduced from the transition to the state at 0.36 MeV, is
3.54(10) fin. Because the Em resolution did not allow to deduce the ld3/2 rms radius
from the transition to the 3/2+ state at 3.95 MeV the same rms radius was used for
the extraction of the spectroscopic factor for this transition.

For the eight transitions leading to discrete 5/2+ states a summed spectroscopic
factor of 2.78(24) was deduced. The ld5/2 rms radius was determined for seven
discrete states and the results are listed in table 5.1. All values are compatible with a
binding-energy independent average of 3.47(10) fm. Inclusion of the systematic and
model errors resulted in a radius of 3.47(13) fm for the ld5/2 orbital.

1=3 transitions.

Only one very weak 6=3 transition, i.e. the one leading to the 7/2~ state at 1.97 MeV,
was observed (see fig. 5.4). Although for such a weak transition two-step contributions
can have in principle an important influence on the total momentum distribution as
was shown for 40Ca [KraB 89], these contributions are, within the framework of the
weak-coupling model, sizable as can be seen in fig. 5.4. From the two-step calculations
a spectroscopic factor of 0.035(7) for the direct lf7/2 contribution was deduced. The
details of these two-step calculations are presented in appendix A. Since the transition
was too weak to deduce an accurate radius for the lf7/2 orbital in 48Ca, the radius was
estimated from the one deduced for 40Ca as follows. As will be discussed in section 5.4
the rms radii in 48Ca are found to be 4% smaller than those in 40Ca for the 2s!/2,
ld3/2 and ld5/2 orbitals. The same reduction factor was used to obtain the rms radius
of 3.92 fm for the lf7/2 orbital in 48Ca. With this radius a good description was found
for the H7/2 momentum distribution as illustrated in fig. 5.4. The sensitivity of the
deduced spectroscopic factor is 3.7 % per 1 % change in the rms radius.

The continuum.

The (e,e'p) reaction is well suited to study the deeply bound proton-hole states which
are observed in the continuum at higher excitation energies. For 48Ca this continuum
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Figure 5.3a: Momentum distributions for the i=2 transitions to the observed 5/2+

states below 6 MeV excitation energy in ^K. The curves represent the CDWIA cal-

culations as discussed in the text.
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Figure 5.3b: Momentum distributions for the 1=2 transitions to the observed 5/2*
states above 6 MeV excitation energy in 47K. The curves represent the CDWIA cal-
culations as discussed in the text.
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Figure 5.4: The results of the two-step calculations for the (e,e'p) experiment as

discussed in the text for the transition leading to the 7/2~ state in 47K. The dashed

line represents the contribution via the ground state path, the dash-dotted line those

via the 0.36 MeV excited state and the solid line represent the direct contribution.

The shaded region represents the uncertainty due to two-step processes.

is shown in fig. 5.5. It is studied using the ^-decomposition technique [HerB 88].
Above the two-particle knock-out threshold multi-nucleon processes might be present.
Since these processes have a strong transverse character [UlmB 87], they are expected
to be strongly suppressed in the kinematical conditions of the present experiment.
Momentum distributions were obtained for 0.5 MeV excitation energy bins and fitted
with an incoherent sum of calculated momentum distributions for different angular
momenta. In these latter distributions, calculated with the code DWEEPY [GiuP 88],
the rms radii of the 2s!/^, ld3/2, and ld5/2 orbit were kept fixed at 3.58, 3.54 and 3.47
fm, respectively, which are the values deduced for the discrete states. This rms-
constant method is supported by the observed constancy of the lds/2 rms radius for
the discrete transitions (see table 5.1). In [HerB 88] similar conclusions were drawn
for the radii of the ld5/2 and H7/2 orbitals in 51V.

The results of the ^-decomposition are shown in fig. 5.6. The 2s1/2 strength is
concentrated in the ground state and in the 4.0 MeV bin, arising from the discrete
2si/2 transitions presented earlier, but there is also an observable tail of 2s1/2 strength
stretching out to 15 MeV excitation energy. A similar tail was also observed for the
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Figure 5.5: A typical excitation-energy spectrum for the reaction 48Cafe,dp) at a

missing momentum of 180 Me V/c, where the continuum starting at 6 Me V excitation

energy is clearly seen.

2s!/2 transition strength in 5:V [HerB 88]. Such a tail stretching out to high missing
energy values is well detectable with the (e,e'p) reaction because the £=0 momentum
distribution has its maximum at 0 MeV/c missing energy whereas momentum dis-
tributions with higher i values have a minimum at that position. This tail contains
a strength of 0.15(4). Together with the strength arising from the discrete transi-
tions, this gives a total 2s1/2 strength of 1.39(11), equivalent to 69(6)% of the IPSM
sum-rule limit.

From a polarized (d,3He) experiment [BanS 85] it is known that only the tran-
sitions to the 0.36 and 3.95 MeV excited states have a spin and parity of 3/2+. In
the present ^-decomposition only these two ld3/2 fragments were included in the t-
decomposition fits because the (e,e'p) reaction is only sensitive to the orbital angular
momentum quantum number, £, and not to the total angular momentum quantum
number, j . It can not be excluded by the presently-employed procedure, that in the
energy region above 3 MeV some small ld3/2 strength is wrongly assigned as ld5/2.
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Figure 5.6: The results of the (-decomposition for 4SCa. The error bars represent
statistical errors only.
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Therefore the observed ld3/2 strength of 2.58(19), which represents 65(5)% of the
IPSM sum-rule limit, is a lower limit. Obviously, the sum of the ld3/2 and ld5/r2

strengths (see below) is a correct measure of the total Id strength.

The ld5/2 strength is spread between several discrete states (see fig. 5.6) and the
continuum starting at about 6 MeV. The discrete states contain a summed spec-
troscopic factor of 2.78(24) which is 46(4)% of the IPSM sum rule, whereas for the
continuum up to 23 MeV a spectroscopic factor of 2.06(35) is found, i.e. 34(6)% of the
IPSM sum-rule limit. The total observed ld5/2 strength is thus 4.84(44), i.e. 81(7)%
of the IPSM limit. As stated before this number can contain, due to the applied
procedure, a small fraction of ld3/2 strength. If the total Id strength is considered
then 74(7)% of the Id sum-rule limit is observed in the excitation energy range from
0 to 23 MeV.

Above 10 MeV excitation energy lp strength occurs. In this analysis the lp
strength is treated as lpi/2 strength because it is less bound than the IP3/2 shell.
The rms radius of the lpi/2 orbital was determined from a fit to the momentum
distribution of the summed excitation energy interval from 15 to 21 MeV, resulting in
a rms radius of 3.05(15) fm. A summed lp strength of 1.94(24) has been observed in
this experiment but obviously this number will also contain part of the lp3/2 strength
since predictions [BroR 81] for the spreading give widths in the order of 15 MeV
at these excitation energies while the predicted spin-orbit splitting is about 5 MeV
[FriR 86]. Finally, the lp strength is not saturated in the excitation-energy region up
to 23 MeV as can be seen from fig. 5.6.

In the ̂ -decomposition lf7/r2 strength was included in the fits up to 10 MeV ex-
citation energy. It was checked that above 10 MeV the lf7/2 strength is consistent
with zero within the error bars (w 0.03 per MeV). Besides the discrete transition at
1.97 MeV, additional lf7/2 strength was found in the region between 3 and 7 MeV ex-
citation energy resulting in a total lf7/2 strength of 0.49(11). In the 3.5 and 4.0 MeV
bins large lf7/2 fractions are observed. The existing scarce data on spin and parity as-
signments from (d,3He) experiments do not report 7/2~ states in this region but these
assignments are based on transfer experiments where competitive two-step processes
possibly interfere destructively with the pure lf7/2 direct pick-up process. The energy
resolution of the present (e,e'p) experiment, where mainly the direct step is observed,
did not allow to separate these possible 7/2" states from neighboring strong l /2+

and 3/2+ transitions. The radius of the lf7/2 orbital used in this ^-decomposition
was estimated from the one deduced for 40Ca in the same way as mentioned earlier.
The observation of this small fraction of £=3 strength in the proton-spectral function
of 48Ca shows the presence of small but significant ground state correlations in this
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nucleus.

Finally, in contrast to the 40Ca case there is no experimental evidence for 2p knock-

out. In the present experiment an upper limit for this strength of 0.02 per MeV was

achieved in the excitation energy range up to 10 MeV. The observation of 2p knock-

out would have been a clear sign of ground state correlations in 48Ca, therefore it can

be concluded that ground state correlations in 48Ca are small.

5.4 Comparison to other (e,e'p) experiments.

In section 4.4.1 the results of the ^-decomposition of 40Ca were presented. It is
instructive to compare those results with the results of the ̂ -decomposition of 48Ca.
In the simplest shell model picture the 48Ca nucleus is viewed as a 40Ca core to which
eight neutrons are added in the lf?/2 shell. The addition of these neutrons affects the
single-particle properties of the proton holes in the 40Ca core drastically as is shown
in this section. In table 5.2 the rms radii of the 2s!/2, ld3/2, lds/2 and lf7/2 orbitals
are listed together with the summed spectroscopic factors for 48Ca in comparison with
those values for 40Ca and 51V. The latter values have been obtained by [HerB 88}. In
table 5.3 the mean binding energies and the spreading widths of the corresponding
proton holes are listed. In section 5.4.1 the differences between these observables for
48Ca and 40Ca are discussed while in section 5.4.2 those differences for 48Ca and S1V
are discussed.

5.4.1 Comparison between 48Ca and 40Ca.

The rms radii for the two orbitals closest to the Fermi level, the 2s!/2 and the lci3/2

orbitals, are 4 % smaller in 48Ca than in 40Ca, whereas the ld5/2 rms radius is
2 % smaller. Apparently this is due to the fact that the protons in 48Ca are more
tightly bound and due to a change of the radius of the nuclear mean field (see ta-
bles 5.1 and 4.1) resulting from the addition of eight neutrons. This difference is not
reproduced well with Hartree-Fock calculations as can be seen from fig. 5.7 where
the relative differences between the experimentally observed and calculated radii are
shown. Especially, the calculated radii for 48Ca are about 3 % too large. For 40Ca the
calculated and experimentally deduced radii are in good agreement with each other.

Within the experimental error the summed spectroscopic strengths for the 2si/2,
ld3/2 and lds/2 orbitals are the same in both isotopes (see table 5.2). However, there
is some indication that the 2si/2 orbital in 40Ca is somewhat more depleted than in
48Ca. In contrast to 40Ca where a sizable amount of lf7/2 and even 2p3/2 strength was
found [KraB 89], which is a clear sign of the presence of ground-state correlations, in
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l sCa only a small amount of lf7/2 and no 2p3/2 strength was found in the excitation

energy region up to 10 MeV. This shows unambiguously that ground-state correlations

in 48Ca are smaller than in 40Ca or, stated differently, the shell-closure of 48Ca is better

than in 40Ca.

Qualitatively the ground-state correlations in 48Ca being smaller than in 40Ca can

be understood from the following arguments. In the IPSM the 20 protons and 20

neutrons of 40Ca fill the shells up to the ld3/2 orbital whereas the first empty orbital

is the H7/2 orbital. In 48Ca the eight extra neutrons fill the lf7/2 neutron orbital

completely. Including now ground-state correlations this simple picture is altered in

the following way. Ground-state correlations manifest themselves by a depletion of

the orbitals below and a filling of the orbitals above the the Fermi level. Because

ground-state correlations can not change the spin and parity of the ground state, in

general two particles have to be promoted from below to above the Fermi level. In 40Ca

proton-proton as well as proton-neutron and neutron-neutron pairs can be promoted

to the lf7/2 shell while in 48Ca, due to the complete filling of the lf7/2-neutron shell,

proton-neutron pairs which can build lf7/2-proton ground-state correlations are not

available.

The centroids of the experimentally observed hole state energies for both nuclei

are given in table 5.3. The values for 40Ca are much lower than those for 48Ca. So the

filling of the lf7/2 neutron shell in 48Ca causes the 40Ca core to be more tightly bound.

The spin-orbit splitting of the Id orbital, 7.1(7) MeV in 48Ca and 8.5(3) MeV in 40Ca,

is also significantly different as can be seen from table 5.3. The relative position in

energy of the 2sj/2 and ld3/2 orbital is also affected, the energy gap between these

two orbitals of 2.8(6) MeV in 40Ca is reduced to 0.3(6) MeV in 48Ca. These effects

can be expected because the eight extra neutrons are located at the surface of the

Table 5.2: The experimentally-deduced rms radii in the A-l system for the 2s\ji,

ldZf2, lds/2 an(i lfr/2 proton orbitals and the integrated proton-hole strength for the

nuclei : 40Ca, *8Ca and 51V. The errors include statistical, systematic and model

uncertainties.

orbital

2s1/2

1^3/2
1^5/2
lfr/2

40Ca
3.72(10)
3.69(10)
3.53(11)
4.07(12)

iYms [fm]
48Ca

3.58(10)
3.53(10)
3.47(13)
3.92 *>

51 y a)

3.71(13)
3.63(11)
3.65(10)
4.25(11)

40Ca
1.28(12)
2.58(26)
4.97(32)
0.91(10)

£S(EJ
48Ca

1.39(11)
2.58(19)
4.84(44)
0.49(11)

siy a)

1.07(14)
2.72(39)
3.86(49)
1.71(27)

a) from [HerB 88].
b) estimated from 40Ca.
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Figure 5.7: The relative difference between the experimentally observed and calculated
rms radii for various single particle orbitals as a function of the centroid excitation en-
ergy (see table 5.3) of the orbital for 40Ca, i8Ca and SI V. The theoretical rms radii are
from a Hartree-Fock calculation with the Ga interaction [FriR 86]. The shaded areas
represent the spread in the Hartree-Fock values calculated with other parametrizations
of the nucleon-nucleon interaction (Skyrme M* [BarQ 82], Tondeur [Tond 83] and
SkyrmeS [BeiF 75]).

nucleus where also the Id protons are located, whereas the 2s1(/2 protons reside more
in the interior of the nucleus where the If neutron wave function is small.

For the spreading widths only the 2si/2 and lds/2 proton holes are considered.
Because the ld3/2 strength is concentrated in one or two discrete states it is rather
meaningless to give a width for this orbital. The parametrization of the spreading
widths is given in the work of Brown and Rho [BroR 81] who derived the following
energy dependent expression for it :

24(Em - EF)2

r = [MeV]. (5.1)
500 + (Em -

For 40Ca the Fermi energy, EF, is assumed to be 5.5 MeV [BeiF 75] leading to a
predicted width of 1.4 MeV for the 2sx/2 hole and 4.9 MeV for the lds/2 hole. For
l8Ca the Fermi energy is assumed to be 12.9 MeV [BeiF 75] and a width of 0.8 MeV
is predicted from eq. 5.1 for the 2SJ/2 hole and 4.7 MeV for the ld5/2 hole. This is in
agreement with the widths obtained from fits to the experimental data (see table 5.3)
using a Lorentz peak shape :

/i(Em,Eb) = - (5.2)
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Table 5.3: The mean binding energies, <£<,>, and spreading widths, V, for the nuclei
40Ca, 48Ca and 51 V of the 2s1/2, ld3/2, ld5/2 and lf7/2 orbitals.

orbital

2s1/2

1^3/2

4 0Ca

11.1(3)
8.3(3)

16.8(4)

[MeY]
4 8Ca 51V

17.1(3)
16.8(3)
23.9(7)

15.6(5)
15.1(7)
22.6(7)
10.5(8)

40Ca
0.6(4)

3.5(6)

T [MeV]
48Ca 51V
0.7(4)

4.3(6)

1.4(1.0)
1.9(1.0)
6.1(1.0)
4.5( 9)

a) from [HerB 88].

where Eb is the mean binding energy of the particle and the energy dependent width,

F, is given by eq. 5.1.

The addition of the eight neutrons in the lf7/2 orbital in 48Ca affects the single

particle wave functions of the protons in the 40Ca core considerably therefore the

simple picture that 48Ca consists of a more or less complete 40Ca core with eight

extra neutrons is not correct. The 48Ca nucleus is more tightly bound than 40Ca

which is also reflected in the differences of the observables discussed above.

5.4.2 Comparison between 48Ca and 51V.

It is also interesting to compare the rms radii, spectroscopic factors, missing energy

centroids and spreading widths of the 2s1/2, ld3/2 and ld5/2 proton holes of 48Ca to

those obtained earlier for 51V [HerB 88]. The S1V nucleus is often considered as a
48Ca core to which three protons are added in the lf7/2 orbit.

In table 5.2 the experimentally-observed rms radii and the summed spectroscopic

strengths for the 2s1/2, ld3/2, ld5 / 2 and lf7/2 orbitals in 48Ca and 51V are also listed.

The rms radii for the 2si/2, ld3/2 and ld s /2 orbitals in 51V are on the average 4%

larger than in 48Ca whereas the A1/3 scaling law predicts only a 1% increase for the

rms radius. However, by adding three protons to 48Ca the repulsive force due to

the extra charge is increased but this does not explain the total effect. The afore

mentioned Hartree-Fock calculations do not reproduce the experimentally observed

differences in the radii between 48Ca and 51V but the radii for 51V are reproduced

well (see fig. 5.7). The comparison for the lf7/2 orbital is difficult to make because

for 48Ca this radius has been estimated from the lf7/2 radius of 40Ca. If this estimate

is correct then the radius of the lf7/2 orbital in 48Ca is much smaller than in 51V.

Compared to 51V slightly more 281^ strength is observed in 48Ca. Because the

distinction between the ld3/2 and ld s/2 strength can not be made in the (e,e'p) re-

action the best way is to compare the summed Id strength. The summed value up
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Figure 5.8: The results for the t-decomposition of the spectral function of48Ca (light

histogram) compared to those of51 V (dark histogram).

to 20 MeV excitation energy for 48Ca of 7.42(46) is somewhat higher than the value

observed for 51V of 6.58(85). Here again the uncertainties are too large to draw con-

clusions. In table 5.2 the separate values for the ld3/2 and lds/2 strengths are given

showing that the assumed distribution between the two orbitals is the same for both

nuclei.

In Table 5.3 the centroids of the experimentally observed hole-state energies are

given for 48Ca and for 51V. From this table it is seen that the centroids of the 2si/2,

ld3/2 and lds/2 orbitals of 5IV are about 1.5 MeV lower compared to those obtained

for 48Ca. This difference is explained partly by the reduction of the single-particle

binding potential with 0.6 MeV due to the charge of the extra three protons of 51V

and partly by strong interaction effects.

Finally, from table 5.3 and from fig. 5.8 it is seen that the spectroscopic strength
for the 2s!/2 and ld3/2 orbitals which was concentrated in a few discrete transitions in
48Ca has spread considerably in 51V. The main mechanism of this increased spreading
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is the recoupling of the unpaired lf7/2 proton with either the 2sj/2 hole, leading to a 3 ,
j ~ doublet in 50Ti, or the ld3/2 proton hole leading to a 2~, 3", 4~, 5~ quadruplet
in 50Ti. The situation for the lds/2 strength is more complicated. In 48Ca there
is already, besides the eight discrete 5/2+ transitions, a considerable spreading of
the 5/2+ strength, forming a continuum above 6 MeV excitation energy. Due to
the recoupling of the 5/2+ hole with the 7/2~ proton the discrete transitions are
completely dissolved in the lds/2 proton deep-hole continuum of 50Ti.

Because the spectroscopic factors and centroids are the same within the error bars
for 48Ca and 51V, it is concluded that the 48Ca core in 51V is hardly disturbed by
the addition of the three protons in the H-/2 orbital. The extra spreading of the hole
strength in 51V compared to that in 48Ca can be explained by the angular-momentum
recoupling between the unpaired lf7/2 proton and the hole state.

5.5 Comparison with theory.

Recently attempts have been made to calculate the distribution of the spectroscopic

strength as a function of the missing energy in order to explain the much smaller

spectroscopic factors observed with the (e,e'p) reaction than predicted on the basis

of the nuclear shell model. This observation is not restricted to 40Ca and 48Ca but

holds throughout the mass region (A=10 through A=208) (see chapt. 6). The results

of two methods are presented here.

The first method [Neck 89] is a self-consistent RPA calculation. In this calcula-

tion the nucleon-nucleon interaction known as the extended Skyrme interaction SkE2

[WarH 83] was applied and all the nuclear orbitals up to the Fermi level were assumed

to be completely filled whereas the orbitals above the Fermi level were assumed to be

empty. In this calculation only the mean energies and the spreading of the holes for

orbitals below the Fermi level were obtained.

The results of these calculations are shown in fig. 5.9 in two different represen-

tations. Firstly, the results are presented as 5(EX) (in 0.5 MeV bins) and secondly

as YlS(Ex)/(2j + 1) which is the summed strength up to bin(ET). From the S(EX)

representation it can be seen that the gross structures are reasonably well described

but the positions of the strongest 2s and Id fragments are interchanged. The absolute

strength for individual states is also overestimated but this is expected because no

depletion of the orbitals was taken into account. This is also seen from the summed

representation in fig. 5.9 where typically 90 % of the spectroscopic strength is found

in the excitation energy interval up to 25 MeV. Therefore the conclusion here is that

the self-consistent RPA method is for the nucleus 48Ca a useful approach to tackle
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Figure 5.9: The experimental results of the t-decomposition (light-shaded) compared
to the results of the self-consistent RPA calculations (dark-shaded) expressed a) as
£S(E*)/(2j + 1) and b) as S(EX).



1 he spreading of the spectroscopic strength but the model needs the inclusion of short
range correlations, which move spectroscopic strength to far above the Fermi level,
to obtain better agreement with the experimentally-obtained spectroscopic factors.

In the second method [Bran 89] the spectral function can be obtained directly

from the single particle propagator as is shown in reference [DieF 75]. This single

particle propagator satisfies the Dyson equation [FetW 71] :

where gHF is the diagonal Hartree-Fock single particle propagator and S* the irre-
ducible self-energy [FetW 71]. A diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation
is depicted in fig. 5.10. The self-energy is in this method approximated by the second
order self-energy S'2', which describes the coupling of the particles and holes to the

a) a a a

F'igure 5.10: a) The diagrammatic representation of the Dyson equation.
b) The second order self-energy diagram used in the calculations.

unperturbed 2plh and 2hlp states. In order to derive £'2> a single pole approxima-
tion has to be made for the internal lines of the self-energy diagram which make up
the 2plh and 2hlp states. In fact eq. 5.3 should be solved self-consistently, which
means that the internal lines should obey the Dyson equation themselves. Such a
calculation becomes too involved in a large model space. For the single-pole energies
which are needed for the Hartree-Fock single-particie propagator an empirical single
particle spectrum is used which is extracted partly from experimental information
on the single-particle and single-hole states in the adjacent odd-even nuclei. The
Hartree-Fock energies are fixed by demanding that for single particle states near the
Fermi level the strongest solution, which can be identified with the quasi-particle
peak, is found at the empirical energy. This means that the empirical energy ea is
a solution of eq. 5.3 with u = ea. In fact this constitutes an unique procedure to
undress the experimental energies [BraA 89]. For the deep-lying hole states and high-
lying particle states the Hartree-Fock energy is taken to be the same empirical energy
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and can be thought of as the "mean removal energy" [DieF 75]. The Dyson equation
is now solved by diagonalising the self-energy in the model space and by searching
for all self-consistent solutions.

This method was applied to 48Ca in a 5fta> harmonic oscillator model (21 shells).
A G-matrix interaction was employed which was derived from an older version of the
Bonn-potential [HolE 72] and parametrized as a local interaction [CzeD 84]. The
calculations have been performed employing the G-matrix known as G\}M. The so-
obtained solutions were summed in bins of 0.5 MeV for comparison with experimental
data. The results of these calculations are shown in fig. 5.11 in the same manner as
in fig. 5.9. As has been the case for the method discussed above, again it can be
seen that although the gross structures are reasonably well described, the absolute
strength for individual states is not completely in accordance with the experimental
results. This might partially be caused by the exclusion of short range correlations in
this model. The second way of representation shows the saturation of the sum rule for
t he individual orbitals as a function of excitation energy. From fig. 5.11 it is seen that
up to 23 MeV the summed ld3/2 and lds/2 strengths are nearly saturated but the the-
oretical prediction is 5 to 20 % too high compared to the experiment. Note also that
above 5 MeV excitation energy the experimentally-observed 1=2 strength is identified
with only ld5/2 strength. In the calculations most of the 2s!/2 strength is concentrated
in the ground state as was observed experimentally but the experimentally-observed
2s!/2 tail does not show up in these calculations. Above 19 MeV the extra £=0 strength
can be identified with knock out from the l s ^ orbital. The lp strength is spread
over a large energy range above 7 MeV excitation energy. There is some indication
that the lp strength is predicted at too low excitation energies but that can be solved
by adapting the mean removal energy for the lp orbital. Because only part of the lp
strength is observed experimentally no further conclusions can be drawn here on the
deep lp holes. Finally, some lf7/2 strength is also found in these calculations. This If
strength is concentrated in a rather broad structure above 10 MeV excitation energy
whereas experimentally only up to 6 MeV a small amount of If strength is found.
That the calculations underestimate the experimentally-observed If strength, might
also in this model be caused by the omission of short range correlations. The general
conclusion is that theoretically progress has been made in the understanding of the
spreading of the single particle distributions in 48Ca by solving the Dyson equation
but other ingredients i.e. short range correlations must be included [Bran 89] to get
a better understanding of the experimentally observed low spectroscopic factors.
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Figure 5.11: The experimental results of the {-decomposition (light-shaded) compared
to the results of the solution of the Dyson equation (dark-shaded) represented of
a) asYlS(Ex)/{2j + 1) and b) as S(EX).
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5.6 Conclusions and summary.

The proton spectral function of 48Ca has been measured in the missing energy range
from 15 to 39 MeV with a resolution of 130 keV and in a missing momentum range
from -60 to 260 MeV/c with a resolution of 2 MeV/c. From the observed 13 discrete
transitions two showed a typical £=0 and ten an £=2 momentum distribution while
one transition showed an £=3 momentum distribution. The ̂ =3 transition arises
from knock out from the lf7/2 proton orbital which is situated above the Fermi level
in 48Ca. Some additional t=Z strength has been found in the ̂ -decomposition of the
spectral function. This ^=3 strength is direct experimental evidence for the presence
of ground-state correlations in the nucleus 48Ca. The summed spectroscopic strength
for the 2s and Id orbitals, situated below the Fermi level, showed a 20 to 36 %
reduction of the IPSM sum rule limit. The observed If strength, (S=0.49(ll)), is by
far not enough to account for the observed quenching of the 2s and Id single particle
strength. In contrast to the spectral function of 40Ca, no (=1 knock out from the
2p3/2 orbital is found in 48Ca. Above 10 MeV excitation energy lp deep-hole state
strength is showing up.

For the observed 7/2"" state two-step calculations were performed showing that
the influence of these contributions to the momentum distribution for the transition
to this state is sizable.

From the comparison of the spectral functions and radii of valence orbitals for
40Ca and 48Ca it has been concluded that 48Ca is more representative for proton-shell
closure behavior than 40Ca. Furthermore 48Ca can not be considered as an unaffected
40Ca core with eight extra neutrons. The comparison between the spectral functions
of 48Ca and 51V revealed that the addition of three protons to 48Ca to obtain the
nucleus 51V affects the 48Ca core in 51V in a minor way.

The presented self-consistent RPA calculations are able to describe the gross struc-
tures of the observed strength distributions but the model needs refinements to cope
with the experimentally-observed spectroscopic factors. Progress has been made in
the understanding of the spreading of the single particle distributions in 48Ca by
solving the Dyson equation but other ingredients i.e. short range correlations must
be included to get a better understanding of the experimentally observed spectro-
scopic factors, being considerable smaller tan the follows from the IPSM.
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Chapter 6

A consistent analysis of (e,e'p)
and (d,3He) experiments.

6.1 Introduction.

Spectroscopic factors deduced from (e,e'p) reactions are found to be substantially
lower [Blok 87,QuiB 87,HerB 88] than predicted by the independent particle shell
model (IPSM) (see fig. 6.1) in which model the interaction between the individ-
ual nucleons is neglected. In contrast to the results deduced from (e,e'p) reactions,
hadronic probes such as the (d,3He) reaction, generally seem to find spectroscopic fac-
tors which are in good agreement with models closely related to the IPSM (see fig 6.1).
However, there is a strong model dependence in the extraction of these spectroscopic
factors from transfer reactions (see [KraB 88] and references therein). In this chapter
the extent to which this model dependence can account for the apparent discrep-
ancy between reported spectroscopic factors derived from (e,e'p) and from (d,3He)
experiments will be investigated.

In section 6.2 the Distorted Wave Born Approximation (DWBA) method is re-
viewed for the (d,3He) reaction, with special emphasis on the sensitivities of the spec-
troscopic factors to the various approximations made in this theory. In section 6.3
it is investigated which part of the BSWF is probed by the (e,e'p) and (d,3He) re-
actions in order to understand the model sensitivities arising from the exact shape
of the BSWF. In section 6.4 two (d,3He) data sets are used for the comparison be-
tween the (e,e'p) and (d,3He) spectroscopic factors. These high quality (d,3He) data
sets [BanS 85,MatF 85] were measured at two different deuteron energies where dif-
ferential cross sections as well as asymmetries for several discrete transitions were
obtained. Finally in section 6.5 a re-analysis of the (d,3He) data is made. In this re-
analysis non-locality and finite rang' corrections are included together with BSWF's
deduced from (e,e'p) experiments.
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Figure 6.1: Summed spectroscopic strength of the valence orbit as function of the mass

number according to literature values for I'd,3He) and (e,t'p) experiments relative to

the Independent Particle Shell Model limit.

6.2 DWBA description of the (d,3He) reaction.

The basis of the DWBA description [Aust 70] of transfer reactions A + a —* B + b,

such as the (d,3He) reaction presently under study, is the transition amplitude :

(-) | l4 - Ua\rl>Ail>aXl+)(ka,f*a)> (6.1)

where a (0) is the entrance (exit) channel with projectile (ejectile) a (b) and target
(final) nucleus A (B) and ra the displacement of a from A (see fig. 6.2). The interac-
tion Va is the sum of two-body interactions between the nucleons of the projectile and
those of the target nucleus. The wave function iptt (IJ>A) is the internal wave function of
the projectile (target nucleus) whereas Xc^H^a^a) ' s the solution of the Schrodinger
equation for the incoming particle with the distorting potential Ua and \p(~) is the
exact wave function of the system obeying incoming-wave boundary conditions.

In the DWBA method the following approximations are made :
First the exact wave function \p(~) is replaced by a product of internal wave func-
tions of the outgoing particle ^ , the residual nucleus IJ>B and a function Xp~\^p^p)
describing the elastic scattering channel /?, leading to the distorted wave transition
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Figure 6.2: The geometry used in the DWBA description of the (d,3He) reaction.

amplitude :

™ {\h xL+)(fc«, rQ) > (6.2)

where f0 is the displacement of b from B (see fig. 6.2). With a proper choice of (7Q,

usually an optical potential that fits the elastic scattering in channel a, T®™ now

becomes :

j Ja xJT^tfp,?*) <Bb\Veff\Aa > xi+)(ka, fa) (6.3)

where J is the jacobian of the transformation from relatl ve deuteron initial nucleus to
3He finai-nucleus coordinates. The bra-ket notation of the nuclear matrix element :

<Bb\Ve}j\Aa> = <i>bMV°-Ua\xl>AVa> (6.4)

stands for integration over all coordinates independent of fa and rp.

The second approximation deals with the effective interaction Vejj which is re-

placed in the prior formalism by the interaction between the transferred nucleon and

the projectile nucleons :

Veff = Va-Ua^f^Vin = Van(f) (6.5)
t

where the sum runs over all the constituents of the projectile, n is the nucleon to be

transferred and f is the displacement of the pickup nucleon from the center of mass

of the projectile.

By making these approximations the following assumptions have been made for

the mechanism of the transfer-reaction itself. Firstly it is assumed that the interaction

that drives the reaction is very weak in comparison to the one for elastic scattering so
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that the reaction process may be treated in first order perturbation theory. Secondly

the reaction is assumed to be a simple one-step process; the transferred nucleon is

picked up by the incoming projectile whereas all other target nucleons do not change

their state of motion. Thirdly the distorted waves, Xcf\ka,ra) and Xp7 (%0,rp), are

usually chosen to be the wave functions of the optical potential describing elastic

scattering in the entrance and exit channels. However, it is well known that the same

elastic scattering data is described with different parameterizations of the optical

potential, resulting in waves identical at large distances but differing in the nuclear

region. Their contribution to the transition amplitude will differ accordingly and

gives rise to an extra uncertainty in the spectroscopic factors deduced from transfer

reactions. In contrast to the (e,e'p) reaction where only one wave function enters

that is generated in an optical model potential, in the (d,3He) reaction two such wave

functions are entering such that the uncertainties due to different possible parame-

terizations of the optical model potential are larger for spectroscopic factors deduced

from the (d,3He) reaction.

As pointed out in chapter 2, non-locality corrections must be applied to the wave

functions obtained from the (local) optical potential. This correction affects the wave

functions of the projectile and ejectile in the region where the transfer takes place.

Turning now the attention to the treatment of the nuclear matrix element and

making explicit the integration over the internal coordinates £„ and £B of the projectile

and residual nucleus, respectively, gives :

<Bb\Vefj\Aa> = I d£B I d£a '
lPB(^B)'4'b(^i'':')^n(r)il>A{^BiR)ipa(^a) (6.6)

where R stands for the displacement of the transferred nucleon from the final nucleus

B (see fig. 6.2). As Van does not act upon the internal coordinates of I/>A and I^B the

matrix element factorises into :

<Bb\Veff\Aa> = jd£a rb{Ur)Van(nML) Jdta PB{IB)1>A(fr,R) (6.7)

The first integral, the overlap between the projectile and the ejectile, can be factorized

into an amplitude, A, and a normalized function / (? ) :

?)Van(?)ML) = Af(f) (6.8)

and will be used below for the zero-range approximation. The second integral of the

right-hand side, the nuclear overlap integral, can be expanded into single particle

states in the same way as for (e,e'p) reactions :

= £ <JBjMm\JAMA> yfs^ <j>nejm{R) (6.9)
ntjm
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where < JBJMTX^JAMA > is a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient, JSij the spectroscopic

amplitude and <J>ntjm(R) the normalized single particle wave function (BSWF). Sub-

stituting the foregoing two expressions into the DWBA transition amplitude yields :

T*T <* £ \dn jd?a X^faMtMimi&WnxP&Sa) (6-10)
nljmJ J

The evaluation of this amplitude involves a six-dimensional integral over fa and r$.

A reduction to a more convenient three-dimensional integral is achieved in the zero-

range (ZR) approximation where the effective interaction, Van(r) is then assumed to

have a range equal to zero :

Af(f) = D06(r) (6.11)

The physical meaning of this approximation is that the ejectile, b, is assumed to be

emitted at the same position where t^e absorption of the projectile, a, has taken

place. The effect of neglecting the finite range of the interaction is that the spectro-

scopic factors deduced from transfer reactions in ZR analysis will be larger than ones

obtained from the full finite-range analysis.

6.3 BSWF probing functions.

As shown in chapter 2 and in the foregoing section, the transition amplitude of both

the (e,e'p) and (d,3He) reactions consists of the nuclear matrix element sandwiched

between the incoming and outgoing distorted " probing" waves. It will now be in-

vestigated to which part of the BSWF the transition amplitudes for the (e,e'p) and

(d,3He) reactions are most sensitive.

For both reactions the partial contribution of the radial interval r to r + Ar to the

momentum distribution as well as to the differential cross-section has been computed.

This partial contribution is obtained from :

P(r) « ~ ( | T , / ( r + Ar)|2 - i^ ( r ) | 2 ) . (6.12)

This probing function indicates to which part of the BSWF the (e,e'p) and (d,3He)

reactions are sensitive. The (e,e'p) probing functions for the 2s!/2 and ld3/2 transitions

in ^Ca are shown in the middle part of fig. 6.3. For computer-time saving reasons, the

DWIA formalism was used in the calculations instead of the full CDWIA formalism.

It was checked that the inclusion of electron distortions did not alter these DWIA

results. From this figure it can be seen that the (e,e'p) reaction is most sensitive

to the region between 2.5 and 4.5 fm from the nuclear origin for the ld3/2 orbital

and from 0.7 to 6.7 fm for the 2si/2 orbital. Because of the node in the 2sjy2 orbital
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Figure 6.3: a) The BSWF as obtained from the present (e^p) experiment for the

ld3/2 (left) and 2sx/2 (right) orbitais, b) The sensitivity P (see text) of the (e,dp)

momentum distributions to these BSWF. c) The sensitivity P (see text) of the (d,3He)

differential cross sections to these BSWF.



there is a destructive contribution to the momentum distribution from the inn^r lobe
for low missing momenta, whereas this contribution becomes constructive for nigh
missing momenta (see fig. 6.3 middle paH). Therefore the (e,e'p) probe is sensitive
to the region where the shape of the BSWF is determined well.

For the (d,3He) reaction full DWBA calculations were performed to extract the
probing function. The results of these calculations for the 2sj/2 and ld3/2 pick-up from
48Ca are shown in the lower part of fig. 6.3. From this figure it can be seen that apart
from some interference between the incoming and outgoing distorted waves inside the
nucleus, the (d,3He) reaction is most sensitive to the region between 5 and 10 fm
from the nuclear origin. In this region the BSWF has the form : i/exp( —/cr), where
K depends on the (measured) binding energy of the proton and the normalization, u,
on the (chosen) depth of the mean field potential that generates the BSWF.

The conclusion is that the (d,3He) reaction only probes the exponential tail of the
BSWF amplitude which is very sensitive to the exact shape of the used proton-binding
potential, whereas the (e,e'p) reaction probes the BSWF much deeper inside the nu-
cleus where the shape of the BSWF is well determined (see fig. 6.3). The shape of
the BSWF introduces thus a large model dependence, up to 50% [KraB 88], in spec-
trosc^oic factors deduced from (d,3He) experiments. The shape of the BSWF can
presently be determined accurately from (e,e'p) experiments. Using these BSWF's
this model dependence for spectroscopic factors deduced from (d,3He) experiments
can be reduced to typically 5-10%. Including also finite range and non-locality correc-
tions in the DWBA calculations for (d,3He) experiments will result in spectroscopic
factors which can be compared directly to those obtained from (e,e'p) experiments.
This comparison is made in the next sections, firstly for the spectroscopic factors for
transitions leading to discrete states in 47K; secondly for spectroscopic factors arising
from knock-out (pick-up) from orbits close to the Fermi level for nuclei throughout
the nuclear mass table where good experimental (e,e'p) as well as (d,3He) results
exist.

6.4 Experimental results for the (d,3He) experi-
ments.

In this section results from a re-analysis of two polarized (d,3He) experiments are

presented. The first experiment [BanS 85] was performed with an incoming deuteron

energy of 79.2 MeV. Further details of this experiment can be found in the origi-

nal paper [BanS 85] where a local zero-range DWBA calculation was used for the

extraction of the spectroscopic factors together with a BSWF potential well with
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Figure 6.4: a) The ratio of the spectroscopic factors given in [BanS 85] derived from a
local zero range analysis of a (d,3He) experiment and those obtained from the present
(e^p) experiment for various transitions observed in both reactions as a function of
excitation energy. The solid line represents the average of the data, b) The same
ratio after including non-locality and finite-range corrections in the (d,3He) analysis
together with the BSWF's obtained from the present (e,e'p) experiment. A 30% error
was assigned to the (d,3He) spectroscopic factors in both cases.

ro=1.25 fm, ao=0.60 fm and Vo adjusted to get the correct binding energy. The ratio
of the spectroscopic factors given in [BanS 85] to those deduced from the present
(e,e'p) experiment for several discrete states is shown in fig. 6.4a as a function of the
excitation energy. The (d,3He) spectroscopic factors are on the average 70% higher
than those obtained from the (e,e'p) experiment.

In the present calculations for the deduction of the new (d,3He) spectroscopic
factors, performed with the code CHUCK [Kunz], non-locality and finite range cor-
rections were included together with the BSWF obtained from the present (e,e'p)
experiment for which non-locality corrections were applied. The same optical model
parameter sets for the deuteron and 3He waves were used as in reference [BanS 85].
Spectroscopic factors deduced with these new calculations are given in table 6.1, while
the ratio of the spectroscopic factors obtained from the present analysis of the (d,3He)
data to those obtained from the (e,e'p) experiment is plotted in fig. 6.4b. From this
figure it is concluded that there is good agreement between the spectroscopic fac-
tors obtained from both reactions, i.e. the average ratio is one. This agreement is
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Table 6.1: Spectroscopic factors deduced from the *6Ca(e,e'p) experiment as presented

in chapter 5.3 compared to those from isCa(d,3He) experiments obtained by [BanS ^5/

and [MatF 85].

Ex

[MeV]
0.00
0.36
1.97
3.42
3.85
3.95
5.24
5.49
6.51
6.87
7.81
8.13

y

1/2+
3/2+
7/2-
5/2+
1/2+
3/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+
5/2+

(e,e'p)

1.07 ( 7)
2.26 (16)
0.060 ( 6)
0.683 (49)
0.167 (14)
0.323 (27)
0.288 (21)
0.746 (52)
0.160 (14)
0.070 ( 7)
0.434 (32)
0.228 (19)

[BanS 85]
LC-ZR

1.55
4.16
0.08
1.02
0.28
0.70
0.32
0.94
0.22
0.14
0.71
0.33

NL-FR
0.96
2.39

1.28
0.12
0.32
0.27
0.84
0.11
0.14
0.42
0.26

[MatF 85]
NL-FR

0.94 (25)
2.31 (65)

1.07 (31)

only obtained after including non-locality and finite-range corrections in the analysis

of (d,3He) experiments together with realistic experimental BSWF's obtained from

(e,e'p) experiments.

The second (d,3He) experiment has been performed with an incoming deuteron

energy of 56 MeV [MatF 85]. Angular distributions and asymmetries were measured

for the first four transitions leading to 1/2+, 3/2+, 7/2~ and 5/2+ states in 47K. The

experimental angular distributions for these states together with their asymmetries

are shown in fig. 6.5. The used optical model potential parameterizations for the

deuteron and 3He waves were obtained from elastic deuteron and 3He scattering off
48Ca [MatF 85] and are listed in table 6.2. In fig. 6.5 the results of the non-local

finite range DWBA calculations are shown for the first three transitions leading to

Table 6.2: Optical potential parameters for deuteron and 3He scattering off48Ca, de-
termined by N. Matsuoka [Mats 89].

particle

d
3 He

E,ab

[MeV]
56.0
45.0

V,
[MeV]
79.0
184.6

particle

d
3He

ro
[fm]

1.154
1.115

Vi.
[MeV]
7.60

ao
[fm

0.755
0.713

[fm]
0.986

[
0

[MeV]
6.431

a;,
fm]
777

[MeV]
4.992
21.95

rc

[fm]
1.30
1.40

Pnloc
[fm]
0.54
0.2

r,-
[fm]

1.490
1.217

a,
[fm]

0.694
0.812
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Figure 6.5: Angular distributions and asymmetries for the transitions leading to the
first four discrete states in 47K. Systematical errors are not indicated. The curves were
obtained from a non-local finite-range DWBA calculation where the (e,e!p) BSWF was
used. For the 7/2~ two-step contributions were included (see text).
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positive parity states in 47K, whereas for the transition to the 7/2 state-iwo- ep
calculations were performed. The technical details of these calculations are given in
appendix A. Both angular distributions and asymmetries are described well with th<
used optical potentials and BSWF's obtained from the present (e,e'p) experiment.
The spectroscopic factors for three of these four transitions are given in table 6.1. In
order to estimate realistic errors on the spectroscopic factors deduced from the latter
(d,3He) experiment the following sources of uncertainties were taken into account :
i) a total systematic error of 5% which includes the error on the target thickness; ii)
the effect of the uncertainty (about 3%) on the rms radii obtained from the (e,e'p)
experiment : 25% for the l/2+ , 28% for the 3/2+ and 29% for the 5/2+; and iii) at
least a 10% uncertainty due to different possible parameterizations of the deuteron
and 3He optical potentials. The latter number is taken from [KraB 88], where the
sensitivity of the spectroscopic factors to different optical potential parameterizations
was investigated for the 51V(d,3He)50Ti reaction at 53 MeV.

The agreement between the (d,3He) and the (e,e'p) experiments is very good.
The inclusion of non-local and finite range corrections in the DWBA calculations for
(d,3He) reactions together with BSWF's obtained from (e,e'p) experiments reduces
the spectroscopic factors for (d,3He) experiments to similar values as determined from
(e,e'p) experiments.

6.5 (d,3He) spectroscopic factors for
other nuclei.

Once it has been shown that for 48Ca consistent spectroscopic factors are obtained for
individual transitions from (e,e'p) and (d,3He) experiments, the attention is turned
to other nuclei where accurate (e,e'p) as well as (d,3He) data exist. For these nuclei
the (d,3He) data were re-analyzed in the same way as described above. Only pick-up
from the valence shells was considered. This resulted in the spectroscopic factors
expressed as a fraction of the sum-rule limit, 2j + 1, as shown in fig. 6.6. The
agreement between the spectroscopic factors for these transitions from both (d,3He)
experiments and (e,e'p) experiments is very good. The average ratio of (d,3He) over
(e,e'p) spectroscopic factors is 1.01 with a spread of 0.25. The error on the (e,e'p)
data, typically 10%, was taken from their respective references and a 15% error was
assigned to the (d,3He) data.

By using the BSWF determined from (e,e'p) experiments in the DWBA calcu-
lations needed for the extraction of (d,3He) spectroscopic factors and applying non-
locality and finite range corrections the so-far reported difference between the spectro-
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Figure 6.6: Summed spectroscopic strength of the valence orbit as function of the
mass number normalized to the Independent Particle Shell Model limit according to
literature values from (e^p) experiments and from a re-analysis, as discussed in the
text, of the (d,zHe) data as presented in fig. 6.1.

scopic factors obtained from (d,3He) and (e,e'p) could be eliminated. From these con-
sistent results it can be concluded that the reaction mechanism for these transitions
in (e,e'p) as well as in the (d,3He) reaction is well understood. From both reactions
a spectroscopic strength of about 50% of the IPSM shell model limit for the strong
valence transitions near the Fermi level is found. The large deviation from the IPSM
sum-rule limit can be explained with the theories presented in [MahS 88,BK>R 81],
which are summarized in chapter 2.
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Chapter 7

Toward occupancies determined
from absolute spectroscopic
factors.

From (e,e'p) and (d,3He) experiments it has been shown that spectroscopic factors for
valence transitions are 40 to 60 % of the IPSM sum-rule limit. These numbers were
determined in a missing energy region usually up to about 35 MeV. From nuclear
matter calculations it is known that above this cut-off energy there is still some
strength residing [MahB 85]. In an attempt to estimate the spectroscopic strength
which is present in this tail the following rather crude model can be used. In this
model the spreading of the spectroscopic strength in missing energy is parametrized
by a Lorentzian peak shape :

f E F
r

E b ) 2 + r2 (7.1)

where E6 is the mean binding energy of the orbital, Ef the Fermi energy and the
width, F, is obtained from the parameterization of Brown and Rho [BroR 81] :

r

where the parameters P\ and P2, 24 MeV and 500 MeV2, respectively, were obtained
empirically in [BroR 81]. Actually eq. 7.1 gives a continuous distribution and quan-
tization effects near the Fermi level are completely ignored. A typical distribution
obtained from eq. 7.1 is shown in fig. 7.1. Experimentally only the part residing
between the Fermi level and the cut off energy, Ec, is detected. The tail stretching
out to very high missing energies is not detected. Due to this tail the mean binding
energy of the orbital is not well known experimentally. In the present approach the
resulting freedom is used to fulfill the requirement that in the experimentally covered
missing energy interval both the detected spectroscopic strength and the location of
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Figure 7.1: The energy dependence of the spectral function according to [BroR 81].

The curve is calculated for a quasi-hole state located 10 MeV below the Fermi level.

The integral from Ef to oo represents the hole occupancy, the integral from Ep to

Ej -)- 2F represents the quasi-hole strength while the depletion is represented by the

integral from — oo to E/r-

the quasi-particle peak agree within error bars with the experimental values. Once
this is achieved the strength residing in the whole missing energy range from Ef to
infinity can now be obtained :

Stot= r /r,(Em,Eb)dEm = n.
JE

(7.3)

This number then represents a tentative estimate of the occupation, n, of a shell
model orbital.

In table 7.1 these occupations are given for 40Ca, 48Ca and 51V. From this table it
is concluded that although the experimentally determined spectroscopic factors are
on the order of 50 to 70 % of the IPSM sum-rule limit, the extrapolated occupations of
shell-model orbitals are about 90 %. In the present schematic approach the tail caused
by correlations thus contains a sizable amount of the total occupation. The deduced
values must be interpreted as tentative estimates only, since the exact outcome of the
extrapolation depends sensitively on the high energy behavior of F, of which little
is known. For 40Ca the occupancies as listed in table 7.1 are consistent with model
predictions by [MaWa 83]and [MahS 88] which are also based on Green's function
theory.
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Table 7.1: Binding energies, E\,, obtained experimentally and obtained from the pro

cedure as described in the text for40Ca, 4SCa and 51V and experimentally obtained

spectroscopic factors, S, together with the occupancies, n, obtained from the procedure

given in the text. The error on the occupancy consists of the error of the spectroscopic

factor and of a 50 % uncertainty arising from the extrapolation of the tail.

orbital

lSl/2
IP
ld5/2
2si/2

1^3/2
H7/2
2p3/2

exp.
(56) •>
41 a>

16.8(0.4)
11.1(0.3)
8.3(0.3)

13.1(2.3) c>
15(5) «>

40Ca

model
63(10)
33(10)

15.1(5.0)
11.1 »)
8.3 6>

5.2(0.5)
1.4(3.0)

S

1.5(0.2) °>
1.44(0.16)
4.43(0.34)
1.28(0.12)
2.58(0.19)
0.91(0.10)
0.08(0.04)

n
%

95(20)
92(37)
90(14)
89(19)
88(17)
37(14)
12(6)

a) from [MouB 76]
b) fixed to the experimentally deduced value
c) the average binding energy for the strength below the Fermi level

orbital

IP
lds/2
2si/2

ld3/2
lfr/2

exp.
-

23.9(0.7)
17.1(0.3)
16.8(0.3)
19(3) 6>

4BCa

model
40(10)

22.7(2.0)
17.1 °>
16.9(1.0)
12.3(1.0)

S

1.94(0.16)
4.33(0.34)
1.39(0.11)
2.58(0.19)
0.54(0.11)

%
92(33)
90(14)
90(16)
88(17)
24(10)

a) fixed to the experimentally deduced value
b) the average binding energy for the strength below the Fermi level

orbital

lds/2
ld3/2
2si /2

Ifr/a

E t

exp.
22.6(0.7)
15.1(0.7)
15.6(0.5)
10.5(0.8)

Sly a

model
22.6 b>
15.1 »)
15.6 6'
10.5 6)

)
S

3.86(0.17)
2.72(0.19)
1.07(0.12)
1.71(0.10)

n
%

92(17)
90(16)
91(25)
89(17) e>

a) from [HerB 88]
b) fixed to the experimentally deduced value
c) relative to 3
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A good check for the so-deduced occupations is the requirement that the sum must
yield the total number of protons. For 40Ca the knock-out from the lsi/2 orbital was
not observed in the present experiment but in reference [MouB 76] a spectroscopic
factor of 1.5(2) for knock-out from this orbital is given. This number is used for
the determination of the occupancy of the l s ^ orbital. For 40Ca the proton-sum
is 21.6(5.9). The error includes the experimental uncertainty on the spectroscopic
factor and a 50 % uncertainty on the extrapolated value of the tail.

For 48Ca the proton sum is 18.1(4.6) where the lsi/2 occupation is not included.
However, it is reasonable to assume that this occupancy is the same as for 40Ca.
Including that number yields 20.0(5.0) for the proton-sum in 48Ca which is also in
agreement with the number of protons.

Finally, for 51V only knock-out from the 2s, Id, If and 2p orbitals was mea-
sured [HerB 88]. From this data set a proton sum of 13.6(2.6) was found. In chap-
ter 5.4 it was shown that the 48Ca-core in 51V is hardly affected by the extra protons
so that the Is and lp occupations for 48Ca can be used to obtain the proton-sum
of 21.1(5.0) for 51V, which is in agreement with the number of protons in S1V. The
occupancy for the it7/2 orbital (relative to 3) obtained this way can be compared
directly with the 93(5) % occupation obtained from inelastic electron scattering off
51V [PlaB 82], this number is in good agreement with the 89(16) % deduced here.

The proton sum-rule is fulfilled in the three cases under consideration giving con-
fidence in the presented model. It is concluded that the parametrization for the
spreading of the spectroscopic strength as give by eqs. 7.1 and 7.2 works well in the
calcium region, although quantization effects which are present around the Fermi
level are neglected. It is further concluded that on the basis of this parametrization
of the spectroscopic strength given by [BroR 81], some missing spectroscopic strength
resides in tails stretching out to very high missing energies. This then explains the ex-
perimental spectroscopic factors for transitions involving valence orbitals being lower
than given by the IPSM sum rule.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions and summary.

In this thesis the single particle properties of the nuclei 40Ca and 48Ca were studied
with quasi-elastic knock-out experiments induced with electrons. These experiments
were performed with the pulsed electron beam from the Medium-Energy Accelerator,
MEA, and the two spectrometer set-up at NIKHEF-K. From these measurements
the proton-spectral functions of 40Ca and 48Ca were determined and for the discrete
transitions momentum distributions were deduced.

In chapter 4 the spectral function for 40Ca was presented as deduced under par-
allel, anti-parallel and (q, u>)-constant kinematical conditions. From these measure-
ments it was concluded that the (e,e'p) reaction mechanism (presented in chapter 2)
is understood well enough to deduce accurate information on the single-particle prop-
erties for 40Ca from the measurements obtained under parallel kinematical conditions.
However, the experimental data obtained under anti-parallel and (q, w)-constant kine-
matical conditions showed non-negligible deviations from the calculated momentum
distributions based on the parameters obtained from the measurements under par-
allel kinematical conditions. Especially the spectroscopic factor for the ground-state
transition was found roughly speaking 25 % lower in the measurements under (<f,u>)-
constant kinematical conditions compared to the measurements under parallel kine-
matical conditions.

A partial explanation for these deviations was adduced from relativistic DWIA cal-
culations that include the effects of meson-exchange processes. Measurements under
parallel kinematical conditions are hardly influenced by the meson-exchange processes
because this kinematical condition favors the longitudinal structure function whereas
under anti-parallel and (£u;)-constant kinematical conditions the transverse struc-
ture function becomes more dominant. This causes in principle processes involving
coupling of the virtual photon to meson-exchange currents to interfere with the direct
knock-out terms. It was therefore concluded that the most reliable information on
the spectroscopic factors and on the BSWF parameters can be extracted from the
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analysis of the measurements under parallel kinematical conditions.

In the present analysis of the momentum distributions in parallel and anti-parallel

kinematics no evidence is found for a deviation from the impulse approximation. This

is in contrast to earlier findings in a similar experiment on 12C [SteB 87] where it was

suggested that the observed discrepancy at anti-parallel missing momenta might be

due to an anomalous ratio of the transverse and longitudinal response functions. How-

ever, it is now believed that a refined treatment of electron and proton distortions

and channel couplings may account for the anomaly observed in 12C [Stee 90]. For
40Ca a longitudinal/transverse separation was performed at Saclay [RefB 88] using

the Rosenbluth separation technique in a missing energy range of 60 MeV. In this ex-

periment a 30 % effect was found. However, a more detailed investigation at NIKHEF

of a possible longitudinal/transverse anomaly for discrete transitions in the reaction
40Ca(e,e'p) up to 6 MeV showed no effect [Lapi 89,Bult 89,Bobe 90].

For the study of the spectroscopy of 40Ca presented in chapter 4 only the data

set between 0 and 280 MeV/c measured under parallel kinematical conditions was

used because the afore mentioned meson-exchange currents are then negligible. Apart

from transitions arising from knock-out from the 2s-ld valence shells, also transitions

corresponding to knock-out from the If and 2p shells were observed. For the ld3/2,

2s1/2 and ld5 /2 shells 65(7) %, 66(6) % and 83(6) % of the IPSM sum-rule strength,

respectively, was observed. For the lf7/2 and 2p3/2 shells, respectively 11(1) % and

2(1) % of the strength for a filled shell (2j-f 1) was found. This is by far not enough

to explain the missing strength observed for the valence shells. Above 12 MeV exci-

tation energy the lp deep-hole is manifest and up to 22 MeV, the cut-off excitation

energy of the present experiment, only 24(3) % of the IPSM sum-rule limit for the

lp spectroscopic strength was detected.

In chapter 5 the spectroscopy of 48Ca was studied. The spectral function of 48Ca

was measured in a missing momentum range from —70 to 280 MeV/c under parallel

kinematical conditions. Not only the strongly excited l / 2 + , 3/2+ and 5/2+ states

in 47K arising due to knock-out from, respectively, the 2si/2, ld3/2 and ld s/2 orbitals

in 48Ca were observed, but also one discrete 7/2" state, indicating the presence of

knock-out from the lf7/2 orbital, was seen. It was shown that two-step processes are

important for this transitions. The deduced spectroscopic factors, given here as a

percentage of the IPSM sum-rule limit, 69(6) %, 65(5) % and 81(8) % for the 2s1/2,

ld3/2 and ld s/2 orbitals, respectively, are within the errors the same as deduced for
40Ca. The spectroscopic factor for the lf7/2 orbital, 6(1) % of the (2j+l) limit, is

significantly lower than the value 11(1) % observed for 40Ca. In contrast to 40Ca no

knock-out from the 2p3/2 orbital was found for 48Ca. An upper limit of 0.5 % of
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(2j+l) per MeV was achieved for knock-out from this orbital in 48Ca. Above 9 MeV
excitation energy the lp deep-hole state is manifest and up to 23 MeV, the cut-off
excitation energy of this experiment, only 32(3) % of the IPSM sum-rule limit for the
lp spectroscopic strength was detected.

For 40Ca and 48Ca rms radii were determined for the H3/2, lds/2, ^\j2 and lp
orbitals with an accuracy of 3 %. These values are well reproduced for 40Ca by
Hartree-Fock calculations but for 48Ca these theoretically derived orbital rms radii
overestimate the data by about 3 %. The latter observation is in contrast with the
ground-state rms charge radii which are reproduced equally well by Hartree-Fock
calculations for both 40Ca and 48Ca, The deduced radius for the id3/2 orbital in 40Ca
agreed within the error bar with the same quantity obtained from magnetic elastic
electron scattering off 39K.

The observed differences between the summed spectroscopic strengths for the
lfr/2 a nd 2p3/2 orbitals of 40Ca and 48Ca indicate that ground-state correlations in
40Ca are larger than in 48Ca. This follows from the observation that in general two
particles have to be promoted from below to above the Fermi level because ground-
state correlation can not change the spin and parity of the ground state. In 40Ca a
proton-proton as well as proton-neutron and neutron-neutron pairs can be promoted
to the lf7/2 shell while in 48Ca, due to the complete filling of the lf7/2-neutron shell,
proton-neutron pairs which can build lf^-proton ground-state correlations are not
available.

The missing-energy distribution of the 2s and Id hole strength is significantly
different for the two calcium isotopes. The relative position in energy of the 2sj/2,
ld3/2 and ld5/2 orbitals is affected as well as the mean binding energies of these
orbitals. Consequently the addition of the eight neutrons in the lf7/2 orbital in 48Ca
affects the single particle wave functions of the protons in the 40Ca core in such a way
that the simple picture of 48Ca consisting of an unaffected 40Ca core with eight extra
neutrons is not correct.

From the comparison of the spectral functions of 48Ca and those of S1V [HerB 88]
it was shown that the 48Ca core in 51V is hardly disturbed by the addition of the three
protons in the lf7/2 orbital. The observed small differences between the two spectral
functions could be explained solely by angular-momentum coupling and Coulomb-
repulsion.

In recent theoretical calculations progress has been made in understanding the
spectroscopic strength distribution. For 40Ca the iterative moment approach applied
in the work of Mahaux and Sartor [MahS 88] is able to describe the measured summed
spectroscopic strength rather well but only after the phenomenological spreading as
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given in [BroR 81] was applied to these occupation numbers.

In order to calculate the observed spreading in a microscopic model, self-consistent
RPA calculations [Neck 89] were performed. It was shown that for 40Ca no agreement
between these calculations and the experimentally observed spreading and depletion
could be obtained. In this context, it should be investigated whether or not the
inclusion of lf7/2 and 2p3/2 components in the starting equations are responsible for
these discrepancies. For 48Ca these RPA calculations are able to describe the gross
structures of the observed strength distributions but still overestimate the integrated
spectroscopic strengths by about 15 to 25 %.

In chapter 6 the differences between spectroscopic factors obtained from (e,e'p)
and (d,3He) experiments were investigated. Spectroscopic factors obtained from these
two reactions must obviously be the same if the descriptions of the two reaction mech-
anisms are correct. However, the spectroscopic factors obtained from (e,e'p) experi-
ments were found to be up to 50 % lower than those obtained from (d,3He) experi-
ments. Therefore, (d,3He) experiments as reported in the literature were re-analyzed
using sophisticated DWBA calculations, in which not only non-locality and finite
range corrections were applied but also the Bound-State Wave Functions (BSWF)
as determined from (e,e'p) experiments were used. The inclusion of non-locality and
finite range corrections reduced the (d,3He) spectroscopic factors with typically 20 to
30 % while the use of the experimentally deduced BSWF reduced this number further
to about 50 % of the reported (d,3He) spectroscopic factors. Thus the spectroscopic
factors obtained from (d,3He) and (e,e'p) experiments were brought into agreement.
Since the results of both reactions agree it is concluded that the (summed) spectro-
scopic factors for valence proton knock-out (pick-up) amount to about 40 to 60 % of
the IPSM sum-rule limit.

Up till now there are no precise calculations which can reproduce these spectro-

scopic factors for finite nuclei. Estimates from (infinite) nuclear-matter calculations

give spectroscopic factors on the order of 70 % [PanP 84] and 70 to 80 % [Benh 89] of

the IPSM limit. However, the transition from nuclear matter to finite nuclei is notori-

ously hard to make since the inclusion of the short-range components of the nucleon-

nucleon force and of its density dependence is far from straight forward. Therefore

the above mentioned authors have applied the following corrections to their calcu-

lations i) in reference [PanP 84] 10 % is subtracted ascribed to RPA correlations,

ii) in reference [Benh 89] the imaginary part of the nucleon potential is modified with

the effect that the quasi-particle strength near the Fermi surface is reduced by 15 %.

For 208Pb these procedures then result in typical values of about 50 to 70 % for the

quasi-particle strength of valence transitions. For nuclei in the Ca region the pre-
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dieted spectroscopic strength might be slightly larger since the shell-effects are more
important for lighter nuclei where the larger energy gap makes it more difficult to
promote particles from below to above the Fermi level.

As argued in chapter 7 further spectroscopic strength may reside in a tail, caused
by short-range correlations, stretching out to very high missing energies. The pres-
ence of this tail prohibits a direct determination of occupation probabilities, since
this region is experimentally not accessible. Adding the nuclear matter predictions
for the contents of the tail region to the presently measured spectroscopic strength
yields occupations of about 80 to 90 %. However, this procedure in highly model-
dependent and the full explanation of the spectroscopic factors being much smaller
than predicted on the basis of the independent particle shell model clearly requires
theoretical calculations for finite nuclei including both long and short-range correla-
tions. Such calculations e.g. based on a Variational Monte Carlo method (VMC) are
available for the few-body systems [SchP 86]. For heavier systems only very recently a
VMC calculation was performed for 160 [PieW 90] but for nuclei, such as the calcium
isotopes, these calculations are not yet available.
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Appendix A

Recoupling.

In this appendix the recoupling model is summarized, which was used for the two-step
calculations presented in chapters 4, 5 and 6. Firstly, the model is discussed for 40Ca,
where the recoupling model is well established [HamO 74]. Secondly, the model is
applied for the reaction 48Ca(e,e'p) and for a re-analysis of a 48Ca(d,3He) experiment.

Ground-state correlations in the calcium isotopes manifest themselves among oth-
ers through the observation - in proton pick up and knock-out experiments - of tran-
sitions to negative parity states in the final potassium nucleus. These originate from
the removal of a proton out of the If or 2p orbitals, which in a mean-field description
are located above the Fermi level (see also fig. 2.3). In the following only the lf7y2

and 2p3/2 orbitals are investigated because these are the closest to the Fermi level.
The wave function for negative-parity states arising from lf7/2 and 2p3/2 knock-out
can be written globally as :

|»K7/2_ > = fl = |{4OCa(0+) ® lff/2}7/2- > (A.I)

| 3 9K 3 / 2_>= 0° = |{4OCa(0+)®2p3-;2}3/2->

However, a second possibility to get negative parity states in 39K is by recoupling a
ld3/2 hole to the first 3~ state in 40Ca. This then leads to the following wave function
for such a a state :

| 3 % - >= $ = |{40Ca(3-) ® ldj/,},-- > (A.2)

where j ~ indicates one of the possible angular momentum recoupling states, in this
case a 3/2~, 5/2"", 7/2~ or a 9/2~ state. In inelastic scattering off 39K these recou-
pling states are strongly excited [ElbB 72,Keiz 80], but the 7/2~ strength is divided
over two 7/2" states, one at 2.814 MeV and one at 4.126 MeV. In proton pick-up
experiments [BecF 77] and in the present knock-out experiment the 7/2~ state at
2.814 MeV is strongly excited, indicating that there is a sizable contribution of the
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3/2", 7/2"

3 9 R

40Ca

Figure A.I: The paths used in the two-step calculations for the 40Ca(e,e'p) experiment

leading to the 7/2~ and 3/2~ states at 2.814 and 3.019 MeV, respectively. The levels

are labelled with their respective spin and parity while the used coupling strengths are

also shown.

component given in eq. A.I to the total wave function of the first 7/2"state in 39K. In

order to describe this strong excitation and the afore mentioned splitting of the 7/2~

recoupling state the Particle Vibration Model (PVM) [BruG 77] is applied. The wave

functions of eq. A.I and A.2 are used as a basis for the 7/2" states. A linear combi-

nation of these two basis wave functions form the observed 7/2" states in 39K. This

combination is computed using the PVM Hamiltonian, H, which consists of a collec-

tive part, Hcoii, describing the collective motion of the 40Ca core, a single-hole part

Hsp for the Hr/2 and ld3/2 hole, respectively, and the particle vibration interaction

Hint '•

H = H,P + HcM + Hint

From this Hamiltonian the four matrix elements :

(A.3)

!} (A.4)

are obtained, and in standard perturbation theory the disturbed energies and mixed

wave functions then read :

(A.5)

where E° and E% are the energies of the unperturbed 7 /2" states. The wave functions

of the two 7 /2" states thus consist of an admixture of the 7/2"-hole part (eq. A.I)

and of the recoupling part (eq. A.2).
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Figure A.2: The results of the two-step calculations for the (e,e'p) experiment as
discussed in the text for the transition leading to the 7/2~ state in 39K. The dashed line
represents the direct contribution, the dash-dotted represents the two-step contribution
via the ground-state and the solid line represents the coherent sum of these two paths.

In knock-out reactions initiated with electrons the contributions of recoupling
component of the 7/2~ wave function is small because in the initial channel only the
electromagnetic interaction is present, causing excitation of the initial nucleus to be
unlikely. The outgoing channel involves an electron and a proton. Only the outgoing
proton can excite the final nucleus with a reasonable chance giving rise to possible
two-step contributions.

In the following two-step processes as depicted in fig. A.I are taken into account.
The spectroscopic factor for the ground state transition was taken from the present
experiment (see table 4.4) and /?3, the octupole excitation strength was taken from
[ElbB 72] : 0.159(10). These numbers fix the indirect process completely. The spec-
troscopic factor of the direct process, the relative sign between the two processes and
the geometry of the lf/7/2 BSWF well were left to vary to get an optimal description
of the measured momentum distribution (see fig. A.2).

A spectroscopic factor of 0.38(4) was obtained and the relative sign between the
two paths was chosen to be positive because with a minus sign the measured mo-
mentum distribution could only be described with unrealistic BSWF well parameters
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Figure A.3: The results of the two-step calculations for the (e,e'p) experiment as
discussed in the text for the transition leading to the 3/2~ state in 39K. The dashed line
represents the direct contribution, the dash-dotted represents the two-step contribution
via the ground-state and the solid line represents the coherent sum of these two paths.

(ro = 1.1 fm and Vo = 80 MeV). The BSWF parameters were obtained from a best
fit to the experimental momentum distribution and are given in table 4.4. The radius
of the BSWF well was found to be 1.348(67) fm, which is significantly larger than the
radii deduced for orbitals below the Fermi level. Such a difference for states th^t are
far from their normal energy was predicted by Pinkston and Satchler [PinS 65], who
stressed that if an effective one-body potential is used to generate the BSWF it is not
sufficient to vary only its depth but also its shape. For proton knock-out from the
lf7/2 shell above the Fermi level, it is expected that the radius of the potential should
be increased to take into account the residual interaction. This is in agreement with
the experimental findings.

For the transition to the 3/2" state at 3.019 MeV (see fig. A.3) the two-step
contributions are more important than for the 7/2~ state. The measured momentum
distribution did not show the well known shape expected for a 2p transition. However,
taking the coherent sum of the direct and indirect process the shape of the measured
momentum distribution was reproduced. The value for /?3, 0.285(10), was taken from
[ElbB 72] and the relative minus sign between the two paths was determined from the
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4 8Ca

Figure A.4: The paths used in the two-step calculations for the Ai Ca(e,e> p) experiment

leading to the 7/2~ state at 1.97 MeV. The levels are labelled with their respective

spin and parity while the used coupling strengths are also shown.

shape of the experimental momentum distribution because a relative plus sign gave

an appreciable deepening of the minimum at p m =140 MeV/c which is not according

to the experimental findings. Because in this case the direct process is not dominant,

it was not possible to determine a radius for the 2pa/2 orbital. Therefore in the

calculations a radius, ro, of 1.40 fm was used, which gave a well depth of 65 MeV,

close to the value obtained for the lf7/2 orbital [KraB 89]. This choice is based on the

prediction of Pinkston and Satchler [PinS 65] and on the more recent surface-peak

method [Nann 87]. The deduced spectroscopic factor for the direct 2p3/2 knock-out

is 0.010(2) where the error includes the (small) sensitivity to the choice of the radius.

For 48Ca the same recoupling model is used. From polarized (d,3He) experiments

on 48Ca (d,3He) [BanS 85,MatF 85] the spin and parity of the state at 1.97 MeV in
47K has been established to be 7/2~. For such a weak transition, however, it is hard

to extract a spectroscopic factor from these (d,3He) experiments because, apart from

the large model uncertainties, two-step processes can play a significant role. In the

following it is investigated whether the 7/2~ wave function in 47K can be written in

the same way as in 39K. For 39K the different components of the 7/2~ wave function

are accessible with various probes, but in the 47K case the only parts of the 7/2"

wave function that are experimentally accessible are those that are probed in transfer

and pick-up reactions, because the 47K nucleus is unstable. But the situation in 47K

is even more complicated. The ld3/r2 and 2sx/2 hole states are only separated by 360

keV (see fig. A.4) so both recoupling components in the 7/2~ wave function have to
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via 3/2+0.36 MeV p' ^ 0.05
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Figure A.5: The results of the two-step calculations for the (e,e'p) experiment as

discussed in the text for the transition leading to the 7/2~ state in 47K. The dashed

line represents the contribution via the ground state path, the dash-dotted line those

via the 0.36 MeV excited state and the solid line represent the direct contribution.

The shaded region represents the uncertainty due to two-step processes.

be included :

|47K7/2_ > = a|{48Ca(0+)

b|{48Ca(3")

lff/2}7/2- (A.6)

ldj/2}7 / 3_ > + c|{"«Ca(3-)

In order to investigate the possible two-step contributions for the (e,e'p) experi-

ment calculations were performed according to [BloS 87] including the two paths via

the l / 2 + ground state and via the 3/2+ state at 0.36 MeV excitation energy followed

by an inelastic octupole excitation leading to the 1.97 MeV excited state in 47K (see

fig. A.4). For the direct knock-out strengths the spectroscopic factors as observed in

the present experiment were taken. The 3~ excitation strengths, (J'3 and /%' in fig. A.4,

are not known experimentally. These values were varied together with the spectro-

scopic factor of the direct 7/2~ transition to get a good description of the measured

angular distribution. The results of this calculation is shown in fig. A.5. In this way

a spectroscopic factor for the direct 7/2~ transition of 0.035(7) was obtained. For the

value of /?£' 0.05 was obtained together with a relative minus sign between the this

path and the direct path. The contribution via the 0.36 MeV excited state with ft'3
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4 8 Ca

Figure A.6: The paths used in the two-step calculations for the 48Ca(d,3He) experiment

leading to the l/2~ state at 1.97 MeV. The levels are labelled with their respective

spin and parity while the used coupling strengths are also shown.

was used to obtain the shaded area in fig. A.5 which represents an estimate of the
uncertainty of this calculation due to the unknown octupole excitation strengths.

The information from the analysis of the (e,e'p) experiment can now be used for
a re-analysis of the (d,3He) experiments [BanS 85,MatF 85], where this state was
observed first. The (d,3He) reaction is also sensitive to the recoupling parts of the
7/2" wave function. Not only the outgoing 3He particle can excite the final nucleus
from either the ground state or the 0.36 MeV state to the 7/2~ state, but also the
incoming deuteron can excite the initial 48Ca nucleus to the 3" state at 4.51 MeV
followed by a pick up of a ld3/2 or 2si/2 proton.

For a re-analysis of this transition as measured with the (d,3He) reaction the fol-
lowing separate contributions were computed : the direct pick up term, the combined
paths via the 2si/2 proton pick-up and the combined paths via the ld3/2 proton pick-
up (see fig. A.6). The calculations were performed with the code CHUCK [Kunz].
The optical potentials were obtained from fits to the elastically scattered deuteron
and 3He particles off 48Ca [Mats 89] (see table 6.2). The BSWF parameters and the
spectroscopic factors for the direct terms were taken from the present (e,e'p) experi-
ment. This was shown to lead to a consistent description of (d,3He) and (e,e'p) data
(see chapter 6). The octupole excitation strength in the entrance channel (/? = 0.186)
was taken from [GruK 72] while in the exit channel the values from the present (e,e'p)
analysis were used. Non-locality and finite-range corrections were also applied (see
chapter 6 for more details). The results of these calculations are shown in fig. A.7a
where the experimental data are those of [MatF 85].
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Figure A.7: Cross sections and asymmetries for the reaction 4SCa(d,3He)47K leading
to the 7/2~ state. The data are from [MatF 85]. a) The contributions for the separate
paths as indicated in the figure, b) The results of the combined two-step calculation
as discussed in the text.

It can be seen from fig. A.7a that the shape and asymmetry are not satisfactorily
described when only the direct term is considered. The indirect terms are at backward
angles of the same magnitude as the direct step so this path can have a significant
influence on the total angular distribution. In fig. A.7b the results of the combined
two-step calculation is given. In this calculation the same parameters were used as in
the calculation of the momentum distribution of the (e,e'p) experiment. The shaded
area in fig. A.7b give again some indication of the uncertainty due to the unknown
octupole excitation strengths in the exit channel.

Summarizing the above results, two-step calculations for 40Ca are suitable to de-
scribe the observed transitions to negative parity states. For 48Ca the recoupling
model is less well established. For the (e,e'p) reaction it has been shown that two-
step processes play an important role. From the re-analysis of 48Ca(d,3He) data was
shown that a satisfactory description of the angular distribution and asymmetry could
be obtained from the coupled channel Born approximation calculations in which the
parameters as determined from the (e,e'p) were used.
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Appendix B

Momentum distributions.

In the following four tables numerical values of the momentum distributions are pre-
sented for the strong transitions observed in the present experiments. The values of
the momentum distributions were transformed to one electron energy as given in the
caption of the table by multiplying the original value with the ratio of the CDWIA
result at the given energy and the CDWIA value at the original energy.
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Table

Pm[MeV/c]
-225.0
-215.0
-205.0
-195.0
-185.0
-175.0
-165.0
-155.0
-145.0
-135.0
-125.0
-115.0
-105.0
-95.0
-85.0
-75.0
-65.0
-55.0
-45.0
-35.0
-25.0
-15.0
15.0
25.0
35.0
45.0
55.0
65.0
75.0
85.0
95.0

105.0
115.0
125.0
135.0
145.0
155.0
165.0
175.0
185.0
195.0
205.0
215.0
225.0
235.0
245.0
255.0
265.0
275.0
285.0

B.I: i0Ca(e,e'p)

0.000 MeV
p

[<GeV
12.4
21.9

19.0
16.5

26.5
30.1

33.9
30.6

32.0
23.2

21.5
11.1

7.5
6.0

3 .3
6.7

15.1
22.8
29.6
38.6
47.4
49.8
52.0
49.2
44.7
41.2
38.9
29.2
23.9
19.6
14.4

8.3
6.5
4 .7
3.4
2.1
1.8
0.7

A p
/<:)~3I

5.7
5.0

3.9
2.9

4.1
4.0

3.6
3.8

4.6
3.5

3.4
2.5

3.1
1.8

0.8
0.9
1.3
1.5
1.6
2.0
2.5
2.6
2.8
1.7
1.4
1.4
1.4
J.3
3 .0
1.9
2.4

0.5
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.7
0.6
0.2

parallel kinematical conditions,

2.522 MeV
P A p

[(G.v/c)-3!
8.3

5.8
12.8
10.6
10.9
9.0
4.4
1.2
1.7
0.1
0.1
1.0

16.8
33.7
54.1
84.3

120.2
157.2
210.2
249.2
308.2
237.0
214.0
162.8
126.5
93.8
75.2
42.0
33.2
22.0
15.5
11.4
7.5
9.9

10.1
10.2
8.4
8.6
6.3
4.4
4.3
3.6
2.5
1.9
1.5
0.9
0.4

4.7

4.3
3.3
2.4
3.1
2.2
2.0
1.0
0.9
0.5
0.5
1.2
3.6
4.2
5.2
6.7

10.0
10.9
16.9
20.1
49.5
16.3

8.5
5.2
3.5
2.6
2.2
5.6
2.0
1.3
1.1
1.1
1 3
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.6
0.9
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1

2.814 MeV
P Ap

[(GeV/c)-3)

1.9

4.2
6.3

5.7
6.8

3.9
2.2

1.6
5.0

5.6

1.7
1.7

2.2
3.2

4.3
3.7

3.9
3.5

3.4
2.0

1.5
1.2

0.7
0.4

0.2

1.4

1.9
2.3

1.9
2.0

1.1
0.7

0.9
2.3

2.2

1.0
0.5

0.3
0.4

0.3
0.3

0.4
0.4

0.6
0.2

0.1
0.1

0.1
0.1

0.1

5.258 MeV
P

l(GtV
5.4

5.6

5.2

7.3

8.5

8.6

7.8

7.5

4.3

2.8

3.9
2.3
5.8
5.0

10.2
10.1

8.5
11.2
11.1
10.7
9.6
9.2
7.1
5.0
4.3
2.8
2.8
1.9
1.8
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.2

Ap

3.5

1.6

1.7

1.7

1.4

1.5

1.4

1.8

1.4

1.4

1.1
0.5
0.7
1.4
1.1
0.9
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.8
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

Eb=460 MeV.

5.595 MeV
P Ap

[(GeV/c)-3)

4.3

3.7

5.0

6.6

5.5

6.7

3.8

3 1

1.6
2.6
5.0
4.9
6.5
7.1
8.2
7.7
7.5
6.4
6.8
5.6
4.1
2.8
2.8
2.1
1.4
1.0
0.8
0.3
0.4

1.6

1.4

1.4

1.3

1.3

1.4

1.1

1.2

0.5
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.5
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2

6.328 MeV
p Ap

[(GeV/c)-3)

9.9

8.7

7.2

12.9

7.9

9.0

7.6

4.9

3.2
3.2
5.9
6.8
7.4
9.2

11.9
13.5
11.5
14.5
13.2
11.0
10.8

8.9
7.8
6.8
3.1
3.3
2.3
2.0
0.9
0.5
0.6
0.2
0.2

2.6

2.1

1.5

2.4

1.7

1.8

1.8

1.4

1.8
0.9
0.8
0.8
1.0
0.9
1.0
1.1
0.9
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2
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Table B.2: 40Ca(e,dp) (q,u>) constant kinematical conditions; Eb=483 MeV.

Pm
[MeV/cJ

-182.5
-167.5
-152.5
-137.5
-122.5
-107.5
-92.5
-77.5
-62.5
-47.5
-32.5
-17.5

-2.5
12.5
27.5
42.5
57.5
72.5
87.5

102.5
117.5
132.5
147.5
162.5
177.5
192.5
207.5
222.5
237.5
252.5
267.5
282.5
297.5
312.5
327.5

0.000 MeV
P

((GeV

12.2
18.5
19.3
28.6
32.6
28.8
23.9
21.3
15.4

8.3
5.2
2.6

3.9
5.2
9.5

17.8
20.1
26.9
30.1
35.1
29.7
26.7
21.4
15.5
10.6
7.8
4.6
2.5
1.0
0.8
0.5
0.2
0.3

Ap
Ic)-3]

1.2
1.3
1.2
1.9
3.0
2.3
2.1
1.9
1.6
1.2
0.9
1.6

0.9
1.2
1.1
1.6
1.8
1.4
1.5
1.7
1.2
1.1
1.1
0.7
0.7
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.2

2.522 MeV
P Ap

[(Gevyc)-3]
5.7
9.0
5.9
5.9
4.2
4.2
5.1

24.8
52.3
99.1

177.7
246.9
237.8
278.3
237.5
148.8
101.0
46.5
25.3
6.6
2.5
3.2
5.5
9.3
8.5
9.0
7.3
5.1
3.8
2.7
1.2
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.3

0.9
1.0
0.7
0.9
1.0
0.9
1.0
2.1
2.9
5.4
6.5

11.5
42.1
15.9
8.2
7.8
4.1
2.7
1.9
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.4
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2
0.2

5.258 MeV
p Ap

((GeV/c)-3l
5.6
7.6
7.1
9.4
7.2
8.3
7.1
5.6
4.4
3.5
3.0

1.9
3.1
4.5
6.7
6.3
9.0

10.3
9.0

10.9
7.8
6.7
4.4
3.2
3.0
1.7
1.0
0.6
0.3
0.2

1.0
0.9
0.9
1.0
1.2
1.3
1.1
1.3
1.2
1.2
1.8

1.2
0.9
1.0
1.0
0.8
1.0
1.2
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.6
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1

5.595 MeV
P

t(G*v

3.4
5.5
5.7
5.6
5.6
4.8
2.4
3.3
2.5
3.0
2.4

2.9
3.7
3.5
5.2
5.4
7.6
5.8
8.4
8.1
5.5
5.5
4.4
3.5
1.5
1.1
0.6
0.7
0.3

A p

I')'3]
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.8
1.2
1.1
0.7
1.0
1.0
1.2
1.5

1.2
1.4
0.7
0.8
0.8
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.7
0.7
0.6
0.6
0.5
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2

6.328 M eV

P Ap
((GeV/c)

S.9
8.2
7.1

11.2
S.4

10.7
5.0
5.9
3.9
3 .6

2.3
4.1
6.1
7.6

12.5
11.9
13.7 1
13.2 1
12.8
II.O

- 3 ,

1.1
1.0
0.8
1.2
1.6
2.5
1.2
1.1
0.9
1.0

1.2
1.0
.0

1.1
.2
.1
.4
.0
.1
.0

10.S 0.8
6.2 0.6
5.4 0.7
2.2 0.5
1.8 0.4
0.7 0.2
0.4 0.1
0.4 0.2
0.3 0.2
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Table B.3: 48Ca(e,e?p) parallel kinematical conditions; Eb=44O MeV.

Pm
[MeV/c]

-55.0
-45.0
-35.0
-25.0
-15.0
-5.0
S.O

15.0
25.0
35.0
45.0
5S.0
65.0
7S.0
85.0
95.0

105.0
115.0
125.0
135.0
145.0
155.0
165.0
175.0
185.0
195.0
205.0
215.0
225.0
235.0
245.0
255.0
265.0

0.00 MeV
P

I(GeV/
95.2

123.1
137.7
156.6
179.0
179.7
121.1
155.3
147.5
113.5
83.1
81.5
53.8
39.7
29.2
17.4
11.8
11.0
8.2
8.9

10.4
9.1
9.2
8.0
6.8
5.1
4.1
3.3
2.5
1.5
0.9
0.6
0.7

Ap
<0~3l

7.8
7.7
8.5

12.5
20.6
47.1
28.1
12.2
6.9
4.8
3.8
3.7
2.5
2.3
1.9
l.T
1.4
1.2
0.8
1.0
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

0.36 MeV
P

[(GeV

4.7
4.5
3.7

10.1
12.3
17.2
21.4
29.3
29.2
31.3
26.3
25.3
26.9
24.4
21.6
18.3
15.4
12.0
8.2
6.4
4.4
3.0
1.4
1.5

Ap
I')-3]

1.7
1.5
1.4
1.5
1.5
1.7
1.9
2.4
2.5
2.8
3.2
1.7
1.7
1.3
0.9
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.2

3.42
P

KGeV
1.4
1.9
2.6

2.4
2.3
4.2
4.4
5.2
4.0
6.0
7.0
8.0
6.2
6.6
7.7
6.7
6.8
5.6
4.4
3.1
2.7
1.5
1.2
0.8
0.5
0.4

MeV
Ap

/•=)-3]
1.0
0.7
0.9

0.8
0.7
0.8
0.7
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.9
1.4
0.9
1.0
1.0
0.7
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

3.85/3.95 MeV

P
t(GeV

13.7
14.3
21.6
22.2
32.8
35.8
25.6
36.0
24.7
18.7
14.8
11.0

8.2
7.7
5.9
6 .3
5.0
6.7
6.3
5.2
6.0
5.3
5.6
4.2
3.1
2.6
1.6
1.3
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2

Ap
c)—3]

3.1
2.5
3.0
3.6
7.6

22.9
23.1

5.9
3 .3
2.5
1.7
1.4
1.1
1.1
0.8
1.1
1.0
1.0
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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Table B.4: 48Ca(e,e'p) parallel kinematical conditions; Et>=440 MeV.

Pm
[MeV/c]

35.0
45.0
55.0
65.0
75.0
85.0
95.0

105.0
115.0
125.0
135.0
145.0
155.0
165.0
175.0
185.0
195.0
205.0
215.0
225.0
235.0
245.0
255.0
265.0

5.24 MeV
P

((GeV

1.9
1.7
3.0
2.2
3.0
2.6
4.0
4.3
3.6
2.8
4.0
3.0
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.0
0.6
0.5
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2

A p

0.6
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.5
0.6
0.8
0.9
0.6
0.6
0.7
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

5.49 MeV
P Ap

[(GeV/c)-3]

3.7
2.8
4.0
4.5
5.9
6.9
9.0
9.8
8.5
7.8
9.5
9.2
5.4
6.7
5.7
4.6
3.3
2.2
1.8
1.2
1.0
0.5
0.5
0.2

1.3
0.9
0.8
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.8
1.3
1.3
1.4
1.7
1.1
0.8
0.6
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.3
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1

7.81
P

[(GeV

1.7
2.7
3.2
4.8
5.7
S.I
5.8
R.3
5.1
5.1
5.3
4.2
3.4
2.6
1.8
1.5
0.8
0.7
0.5
0.2
0.3

MeV
A p

0.5
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.0
1.3
1.0
0.8
1.0
0.7
0.4
0 .3
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.0
0.2

8.13 MeV
A p

((GeV/c)-3J

1.4
0.8
2.6
2.2
2.8
4.9
4.9
1.9
3.6
3.7
2.2
1.5
2.0
i .e
1.2
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.1
0.2

0.6
0.5
1.1
0.7
0.6
1.3
1.3
0.5
0.7
0.9
0.4
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
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Samenvatting.

Atoomkernen zijn opgebouwd uit protonen en neutronen. De structuur van atoom-

kernen wordt bepaald door de sterke en de elektromagnetische wisselwerking tussen

deze deeltjes. Een eerste eenvoudige benadering om deze structuur te beschrijven

is het één-deeltjes schillenmodel (IPSM). Hierin wordt het ingewikkelde veel-deeltjes

probleem gereduceerd tot het probleem van één enkel deeltje dat zich beweegt in

het gemiddelde veld voortgebracht door alle deeltjes in de atoomkern. In dit model

bezetten de nucleonen banen met discrete energiën. Vanwege het Pauli principe kun-

nen deze banen slechts door een beperkt aantal deeltjes bezet worden. Het maximaal

aantal deeltjes dat zich in één baan kan bevinden is 2j+l waarbij j het totale im-

pulsmoment van het deeltje in de baan is. Deze banen of schillen worden, beginnend

met de energetisch laagste, opeenvolgend gevuld. Tussen de hoogste gevulde baan

en de eerste lege baan wordt een scheiding gedefinieerd die Fermi niveau genoemd

wordt. De gemiddelde-veld benadering is slechts een eerste orde beschrijving van ker-

nen. In een betere benadering wordt de invloed van correlaties, voortkomend uit de

restwisselwerking tussen de individuele nucleonen, in rekening gebracht. Een directe

consequentie van deze correlaties is dat de gemiddelde bezetting van banen onder

het Fermi niveau lager wordt en banen boven het Fermi niveau (gedeeltelijk) gevuld

raken. Om kernmodellen experimenteel te testen zou de bezetting van de banen geme-

ten moeten worden. Dit wordt sterk bemoeilijkt aangezien de restwisselwerking ook

bewerkstelligt dat de bezetting zoals verkregen uit het één-deeltjesmodel fragmenteert

in meerdere discrete toestanden en een continuüm dat zich kan uitstrekken over een

groot energie gebied. Experimenteel is alleen de bijdrage te bepalen van die toe-

standen die dicht bij het Fermi oppervlak zijn gelegen. Het gedeelte van de bezetting

dat naar hoge energieën is verschoven is experimenteel moeilijk toegankelijk. De al-

dus gedetecteerde bezetting in een beperkt energiegebied wordt spectroscopische (of

ook wel quasi-deeltjes) sterkte genoemd.

In dit proefschrift worden de resultaten van een onderzoek naar de bezettingsgraad

van de banen rond het Fermi niveau voor de calcium isotopen, 40Ca en 48Ca gepre-

senteerd. Het onderzoek is uitgevoerd met behulp van de quasi-elastische uitstoot
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reactie geïnitieerd met elektronen. Deze proton-uitstoot reactie (e,e'p) is, onder de

aanname dat er slechts één wisselwerking optreedt tussen het elektron en het proton

en dat deze wisselwerking gelijk is aan die met een vrij proton (de stootbenadering),

bijzonder geschikt om de één-deeltjes eigenschappen van kernen te bestuderen. In

zo'n reactie wordt het uitgestoten proton gedetecteerd in coincidentie met het ver-

strooide elektron en kan dus met behulp van impuls- en energiebehoud de energie en

impuls van het proton voor de reactie in de kern bepaald worden.

De experimenten zijn uitgevoerd met de 500 MeV elektronenbundel van de lineaire

versneller MEA bij het NIKHEF te Amsterdam. De verstrooide elektronen en pro-

tonen zijn met behulp van twee magnetische spectrometers in coïncidentie gemeten.

Voor 40Ca is een studie gemaakt van het mechanisme van de (e,e'p) reactie door

de gemeten impulsverdelingen van enkele sterke overgangen naar discrete toestanden

in 39K te vergelijken met verschillende theoretische berekeningen. Hieruit is gecon-

cludeerd dat de onzekerheden als gevolg van afwijkingen van de gemaakte stoot-

benadering geminimaliseerd worden indien de metingen uitgevoerd worden onder

parallelle kinematische condities. De metingen uitgevoerd onder anti-parallelle en

(if,a;)-constante kinematische condities, vertonen afwijkingen van de stootbenadering

die mogelijk verklaard kunnen worden met bijdragen van meson-uitwisselingsstromen

in de reactie. In de berekening waarin de meson-uitwisselingstromen meegenomen

worden, zijn alleen de eerste orde processen waarin pionen een rol spelen meegenomen.

Interacties waarin een A-deeltje als intermediaire toestand voorkomt zijn niet bere-

kend.

Uit het onderzoek naar de spectroscopie van 40Ca is gebleken dat, in een energie ge-

bied tot 23 MeV excitatie energie, de spectroscopische sterkte van de schillenmodel ba-

nen in toestanden net onder Fermi niveau, voor 40Ca de ld3/2, ld5/2 en 2s!/2 banen, 50

tot 70 % bedraagt van de IPSM limiet. Dit is in overeenstemming met vroegere (e,e'p)

experimenten aan andere kernen (b.v. 12C, 51V, 90Zr en 208Pb). Een klein gedeelte

van de missende sterkte is teruggevonden in de H7/2 en 2p3/2 banen, die zich boven

het Fermi oppervlak bevinden, (respectievelijk 11(1)% en 2(1)% van de 2j+l limiet)

hetgeen een indicatie is voor grondtoestands correlaties. De experimenteel gevon-

den spectroscopische sterkte is vergeleken met berekeningen van Mahaux en Sartor

waarin een dispersie-relatie benadering gemaakt wordt. Deze berekeningen beschrij-

ven de experimenteel gevonden sterkte redelijk goed. De berekeningen van Van Neck

waarin een "random phase approximation (RPA)" gehanteerd wordt zijn niet in alle

opzichten in overeenstemming zijn met de experimentele resultaten. Voor de ld3/2,

ld5/2, 2si/2 en de lf7/2 banen in 40Ca zijn voorts gemiddelde stralen bepaald. Deze zijn

in goede overeenstemming met resultaten volgend uit gemiddelde-veld berekeningen.
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Voor 48Ca is gebleken dat de spectroscopische sterkte voor de ld3/2, 2s]/2 en lds/2

banen binnen de huidige meetnauwkeurigheid dezelfde is als voor 40Ca. Van de banen

boven het Fermi niveau is alleen sterkte in de lf7/2 baan gevonden. Deze lfry2 sterkte,

7(1) % van de 2j+l limiet, is kleiner dan de lf7/2 sterkte die in 40Ca is gevonden.

Dit heeft tot de conclusie geleid dat grondtoestandscorrelaties in 48Ca kleiner zijn

dan in 40Ca. De experimenteel gevonden spectroscopische sterkten voor banen in
48Ca zijn vergeleken met RPA berekeningen van Brand et al. en van Van Neck.

De resultaten reproduceren de experimenteel gevonden sterkteverdeling redelijk goed

maar overschatten de spectroscopische sterkte. Dit kan vermoedelijk toegeschreven

worden aan het ontbreken van kortedrachtscorrelaties in deze berekeningen.

De spectroscopische sterkte zoals bepaald met behulp van (e,e'p) experimenten zijn

veel kleiner (gemiddeld een factor twee) dan die verkregen uit (d,3He) experimenten.

Om dit grote verschil te onderzoeken is voor het massagebied tussen 12C en 208Pb een

studie gemaakt waarbij de "distorted wave Born approximation" berekeningen, nodig

om de spectroscopische factoren van (d,3He) experimenten te bepalen, opnieuw zijn

uitgevoerd. Hierbij is gebruik gemaakt van informatie over de gemiddelde stralen van

de banen volgend uit de (e,e'p) experimenten. Ook zijn niet-localiteits en eindige-

dracht correcties in deze berekeningen toegepast. Deze heranalyse van de (d,3He)

experimenten bewerkstelligt een goede overeenstemming tussen spectroscopische fac-

toren afgeleid uit beide reacties.

Ten slotte wordt in dit proefschrift een poging gedaan om de experimenteel gevon-

den lage spectroscopische factoren te verklaren. In het hiertoe gebruikte continuum

model komt een gedeelte van de spectroscopische sterkte terecht in een staart die

zich uitstrekt naar hoge excitatie energiën die buiten het bereik van het huidige expe-

riment vallen. Uit het model volgt dat zich in deze staart genoeg spectroscopische

sterkte bevindt om het verschil tussen de gemeten spectroscopische factoren en de

bezettingsgraden van de schillenmodel-banen kwalitatief te kunnen verklaren.

Voor een kwantitatieve beschrijving van de gemeten effecten is het echter nodig te

beschikken over een microscopische berekening van de sterkteverdeling waarin korte-

drachts correlaties zijn verwerkt. In zulke berekeningen moet men de standaard

gemiddelde-veld benadering verlaten en bijvoorbeeld uitgaan van gecorreleerde basis

functies. Voor weinig-deeltjes systemen (2H, 3He, 4He) geeft deze benaderingswijze

goede overeenstemming met de experimentele gegevens. Voor zwaardere kernen ont-

breken tot dusverre de theoretische berekeningen.
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